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emy of Engineering also sponsors engineering programs aimed at meeting
national needs, encourages education and research, and recognizes the supe-
rior achievements of engineers. Dr. Robert M. White is president of the
National Academy of Engineering.
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of Sciences to secure the services of eminent members of appropriate pro-
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Academy of Sciences by its congressional charter to be an adviser to the
federal government and. upon its own initiative, to identify issues of medi-
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Preface

The Committee on Def'ense Mian ufact urine Strategy of the National Re-
.search Council"s Nianulacturing Studies Board W as asked bs thle Under
Sccrý,Mar% of' Def'ense f'or Acquisition to advise tile Department of Defense
IDoi) reL~arding deveOlopent Ot an Cttect~ive mfanuflaCtUrIng) strateeIv. Thc
comnmittees 5 w rk ,% as intended to help DoD identifyN policy options, based
on change,, in civ.ilian and dlefense Mnanufacturing. that 'A ould imprn\e DoD's
abili dv to Use thle total Ui.S. man t'acturin e base, to make smarter policy
decisions related to the delcense indlustrial base, and to define long-term
research and investment strategies forf manuflacturing technology.

0iven this broad scope. the committee established four working panels.
each responsible for a specific aspect of' defense Manufacturing stratecy:N
national Manufacturing perspect iv s. pol icy. program initiatives, and suppl i-
ers. A colloqui tm was held June 5-6. 1 990, to provide a common starting
point f'or the panels. D~r. Jacques (jansler. a member of the committee and
chairman of its Panel on National Perspecti vc. described the scope and key

issues ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Z fo ees anfatr ta y based on economic and political
trends., During the following six months, each of' the panels addressed thle
barriers to. and Opportunities for. a defense manuf'acturinge strategy in their
respective areas. The four panel reports w~ere delivered to thle committee by
January 1. 1991, (Summaries of these reports are in Appendlix A.)

The committiee noted that the panels identified nmany of ihe samne prob-
lemns that have plagued the lDoD f'or decades and have been addressed in

pro studies,. In f'act. these probtems have spawned hundreds, of' reports, but
their recotnmendations have resulIted in little f'undamenltal or systemnic im -

proemntin the w~ay def'ense systenms are desigrined. deveoe.adpo

provement ~~~- vlpd adp
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duced. This committee did not believe that another recital of similar recom-
mendations for specific defense manufacturing programs yeas likely to be
an% more effective than earlier efforts.

Concurrently, Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm wt re instruc-
five to the committee's deliberations. U.S. forces in the Gulf confirmed
beyond doubt that the U.S. military is equipped with superior weaponry that
performs reliably, predictably. and. in some cases, amazingly. The commit-
tee, howýever, also was reminded of Aeaponry cost and questioned whether
such capability can, be maintained given the pressing trends of global pro-
duction. escalating hardwAare costs, increasing levels of technological so-
phistication. and dependence upon offshore technologies. The committee
concluded that these problems. aiready relevant to business executives., must
be addressed by defense planners. Therefore, in fulfilling its charge, the
committee framed its defense manufacturing strategy around contemporary,
and evolving, principles that are shaping the managenment practices of leading
manufacturers, including defense manufacturers. (Defense, unfortunately. lags
behind commercial practice to its disadvantage in many of these practices.)

The committee holds that substantial change within the defense manu-
facturing sector is required. The necessary changes are by no means limiied
to improved acquisition regulations, and, in fa"t, are not limited to the DoD.
The entire defense community-contractors, )oD. Congress. and the Office
of Management anti Budget (OMB)-must be involved in an interrelated
"Change Process" to achieve the benefits that are possible and essential.

In. this report the committee describes a process for achieving the change
needed within the defense community. Dozens of reports have identified
what to change in defense manufacturing. We. here, try to describe how to
change: that is. a management process (already under way in U.S. industry)
that should be applied. The payoff is enormous-our current arsenal could
be maintained for perhaps 30 percent less cost and with higher reliability
and improved responsiveness. That is worthwhile.

There no doubt will be strong resistance to the change process outlined
by the committee. but similar change has already started in many manufac-
turing companies. The end of the Cold War has brought differeit missions,
reduced defense spending, and shifting acquisition priorities. The commit-
tee believes that initiating a major change process will minimize the loss of
critical capabilities in a shrinking deoense market and. at the same time. result
in very significant cost, quality, and timeliness improvements in the design
and production of weapon systems. Improvement will be slow but steady.
provided there is constancy of purpose at the senior levels of DoD. the ('on-
gress. and corporations. The end of the ('old War provides an unusual
opportunity. unparalleled in the past five decades, to effect such a change.

William G. Howard. Jr.
.hairman
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Executive Summary

In 1992. the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) spent over $75 billion
on manufactured products (mainly weapon systems and other military equip-
ment). more than 25 percent of the total defense budget of $290 billion.
Although the defense budget will decline in real terms over the coming
years. funding for procurement of manufactured items for defense will re-
main a significant proportion of the budget. While procurement budgets
decline, however, weapor. system performance, unit costs, and operation
and support costs can be expected to increase along b: :orical trends. Given
these conflicting pressures, the predominant characteristic of the defense
procurement environment in the 1990s will be "do more with less."

Arguably, this situation pervades defense acquisition. particularly if judged
by the attention paid to improvement of the procurement system. Dozens of
reports, including those from the Packard Commission, the General Ac-
counting Office, and DoD itself, have urged shifts in weapon acquisition
policies and procedures. (See Appendix B for summaries of a few.) Panels
of this committee have made similar observations. (See Appendix A.) De-
spite substantial consensus among these various panels and committees on
what DoD needs to change. their reports have made little impact, not be-
cause the recommendations were wrong-on the contrary, most of the rec-
ommendations make sense-but because they offered little guidance on how
to achieve change. This committee has concentrated on the change process,
for it is the manufacturing management process that has changed most dur-
ing the past decade.

The approach, so far adopted by a small but growing number of compa-

I
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nies such as General Electric, Motorola. Ford, and Xerox. requires an itera-
tive process for developing , new vision of manufacturing and its role in
the corporation. Top executive commitment to the change process, deploy-
ment of adequate resources, continual action, reinforcement, and feedback
are required. All, or nearly all. cmnployees ar- involved, both in making the
process work and in finding ways to improve it. Successful corporations
have discovered that, contrary to conventional wisdom (which stimulates
significant investment and management attention) technology is not the problem;
application of technology by people is the problem. These organizations
formerly suffered from the same inertia and active resistance that must he
overcome to produce meaningful improvement in defense: but, with asser-
tive leadership, effort. and time-and the recognition that it had to be done--
these corporations achieved major gains in cost. quality, and time to market.

Their results prove that it is possible for the DoD to make the same sort
of transformation. Already within the uniformed services, and within de-
fense contractine firms, small units have applied these new techniques suc-
cessfully. For instance, the Air Force Logistics Command received the
President's Award for Quality and Productivity in 1991 as a result of th;c
operational improvements from its total quality initiative. Rockwell M'ssile
Systems Division in Duluth. Georgia is one example of a defense contractor
that has pursued total quality aggressively with impressive results. Unfor-
tunately, such examples remain isolated and are not as effective as they
could be because they are so inconsistent with the surrounding web of DoD
procedures and requirements.

Technology is not the problem. Clearly, new technologies are required,
and can help significantly in making improvements. Much of this technol-
ogy now exists and the rest can be developed, as long as the DoD is willing
to make a significant reallocation of its resources-from an almost total
focus on "product R&D" to a significant balance with "process R&D"--as
has been the case in successful world-class corporations. In addition to
"hard" investments in process technology, major investment in "soft" tech-
nology (e.g., training) also is required. This shift of resources and manage-
ment focus to manufacturing is needed to implement the required changes
successfully.

The committee recognizes that the change process unfolding at many
commercial manufacturers is not strictly analogous to the process needed
for DoD. While learning as many lessons as possible from commercial
successes and failures, DoD must invent its own unique change process.
Accordingly. this report describes a process for change in defense acquisi-
tion that the committee believes must occur sooner or later, driven by the
rapid changes in industry and by DoD's need for lower cost, high-quality
weapons during the next decade and beyond.
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anetilte DoWN approach t0 aIcuLiI~tion 01 11ituifc~turckd goodls
kill require Substantial effort at all tile leelit thle hlerarchý \ ~ iii deti-

tense pmductIotiC1 andl acquisition or-ani/allons. includjiw thle OffIice of thle
Secrtat~ry of lDefe iiSe. [thc ni ilitarv ,er\ iceS. the contractot and suippi te base,
and thle CongrQe,,. AlIthough thle SPeci tic meehan isms for efet tek~we coopera-
tion amiong these major constitueneCitesaeimpsil to deti:Ie and will
e~ok\e over time, thle commilittee otters thle follow ing model to Illu'trate in
specific termns how, Such cooperation in an etffccliv change proces- inight
Occur. The model IncluItdes tour major phiases, of e ffort. lo en sure the
aippropriate sen ior level oft in olvenien t these phases \%ould he manaced
from (tie Office of the Secreiark of Delehns. with the lDcpuiv SecretaJry
serving a" Chief EFecutixe G, fleer (CF.)) and thle rL'er Secretar\ tor Ac-
quisition ser\ ing as, Chief Operating Officer (COO) .

Create a Vision of Manufacturing

A wi/ch Oi .ared vision of how% defense pro,:urentent should tic con-
ducted several \cear,, front no\w must be de~ eloped. To he cffecti\ e. thle
view% must he ý,hared h) Congress. [the White H ouse, the D~epartmtent of
Defense. and defense contractors..

To create ,uch a shared vision. at seniior -rottp 01 Ott iCials, inclIuding thle
SeCIcrItar of Defense, the Deputy Secretary oft Defense. the Under Secretiary
of Defense for Acquisition. thle Chai rman of1 thle Joint Chiet' oft StaMf. thle
mi litar\ service secretaries, the claiirmen of the H ouse and( Senate Artiled
Services Committees, the director of the Offic:e of %Managentent and Budget
(WOB). and a few chief executive officers from the detenisc' industrv and
from conmpanlies wilth Successful change processes, must acltiee a consen-
suIS on issues ,uch as:

*improvement goals for cost, qLt~l ity. timie, and technicil performance
over the next decade. and how to manage inevitable trade-oftS arnone these
goals,

. control mechanisms to ensure effective and efficienit procurements
without onerous regulatory requirements:

4 rate and sequence of' change sýOught in the myriad of procedures.
Procurement policies, technical Specifications. and practices, that currently
exist: and

*personnel policies regarding responsibilities. training. teamwork, per-
forniance reviewk, and Promotion.
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Create a Working Cadre

A working cadre should he formed to address the operational details of
achieving the vision. For a task of this magnitude, the working cadre will
probably consist of 200 to 300 uniformed officers and civilians. The cadre
will work for 5 to 10 years helping to lead the change. Tours of duty will
range between 2 and 4 years for individuals.

Types of personnel represented within the working cadre should in-
clude:

"* program managers from the military services and contracting firms.
"• line officers.
"* finance and contract administrators.
"* engineers and manufacturing experts. and
" personnel and civil service experts.

Individuals who are likely to be leaders of their organizations in 5 to It
years should be selected. Current or former congressional staff members
from both parties who have recognized competence and understanding of
both the political process and the weapon systems procurement process
should be included.

Substantial training of the cadre is essential. Three months of full-time
training in organizational change will be necessary, using facilitators and
experts. Several days should be spent with the vision team during this
period to understand their interests, commitment, and objectives.

Select a Change Strategy

The choices facing both the vision team and the working cadre include:

• Should the change be introduced broadly across all of DoD, or more
narrowly'?

. Should significant change be undertaken in those organizations that
are "change ready." or in those organizations that need it most urgently but
may resist strongly?

. In order to break the old system, should change be undertaken where
it is easiest, or most significant. or most disruptive'?

. Should change be attempted only for new. rather than existing, weapon
systems. on large systems rather than small, or on systems that have a
simpler customer/supplier relationship'?

* Should change be undertaken where it can be accomplished by DoD
directive alone, or is it more useful to address problems that will require
Congress, OMB, contractors, and DoD to arrive at a new operating method?
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. Can the mechanisms chosen to implement the change process ac-
commodate the existing promotion system, or muot amendment or excep-
tion be taken for those officers in the promotion zones that are assigned to
this initiative?

Early in the process. the vision team and the working cadre need to
answer these questions, defining the approach or strategy for change.

Communicating The Initiative

Communicating the vision and the commitment of senior executives
and managers will be difficult. Listeners within DoD and industry will be
cynical: they will be unlikely to believe that this is a serious effort or that it
will last beyond a few months or a few incumbents. "Real" communication
will take place through actual change. but that will not happen quickly, so
major communication programs in the beginning can lead to more cynicism
rather than build conviction. A strong message of senior level commitment
would include:

. Direct involvement of the Secretary, Deputy Secretary, and Under
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition. They must spend time, participate,
and demonstrate commitment to change.

. A clear statement that change of this magnitude is required to free
dollars for adequate procurement of weapon systems.

. Selection of a team including some of the most promising officers in
the armed forces.

- Congressional support of change.

Early decisions on requests to amend existing practices transmit a pow-
erful message. An effective approach would be to create pilot projects in
which units are given greater freedom, with the concurrence of financial
auditors and contract administrators. The results could then be monitored
and communicated broadly to accelerate replication and further progress.

LATER IN THE CHANGE PROCESS

If this (or a similar) model of a change strategy is undertaken, the
vision team and working cadre will make scores of decisions and choices
during the early stages of the process. Once the essential commitment to
the change process is achieved, the on-going activity might include:

* Managers of 10 to 20 existing weapon programs doing as much as
possible to operate in a direct, simple manner within existing procurement
regulations.
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A legal task team proposing amendments to non-controversial laws
to simplify reporting and remove difficult and irksome requirements. A
second legal team would be examining the more fundamental balance among
oversight, financial control, equal employment opportunity, waste, fraud,
and abuse.

0 Some teams working on a shift to commercial products on fixed
priced procurement, pointing out the simplification that such a shift entails
for a substantial percentage of purchases.

* Other teams working on the difficult question of simplifying existing
specifications and searching for ways to increase use of functional specifi-
cations.

. In each of the services the process would diffuse through the organi-
zation, with new teams forming to examine how they might procure and
manufacture weapon systems better.

* A team of contractors working with engineering specialists from DoD
would clarify inspection and testing standards, modify those standards that
could be converted to commercial standards, and simplify complex military
standards.

This partial picture conveys some of the activity that would take place
during the early stages of the change process. Perhaps most importantly,
there would be a belief among the top 10,000 people in the defense manu-
facturing community that the process would continue even through a change
in senior officials. Although the Secretary, the Deputy Secretary, the Under
Secretary for Acquisition, and congressional leaders would have spent more
time on this change process during those early stages than they would have
predicted, the normal conflicts between Congress, the White House, and
DoD would still exist and would be far from resolved. However, the poten-
tial gains in quality, cost, and responsiveness would be clear by that time to
those individuals, and there would be substantial commitment to achieve
greater progress.

SUMMARY

In summary. this committee believes that:

"* The need for change is clear.
"* Now is an appropriate time to start, given the major change occur-

ring in defense budgets, global defense needs. and the public pressure for
improvement of defense procurement procedures.

"* The proposed approach has worked well in large institutions.
"* Technology is not the problem: application of technology by people

is the problem.
* Consistent commitment and leadership over time are essential.
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The time to act is now%. Because tie procCss ot change is a mult i.•ear

effort (at least 3 to 8 years will be required). the ideal time h in itiate such
an activity is at the beginning of a new administration. Thereforc, the
beginning of 1993 represents a unique opportunity to initiate this process.
New leaders can launch such a major initiative and see it into implementa-

tion. Each new administration has one or two main initiatives tow,,ard %khich

energy, time. and interest are devoted, and for the new administration, thi,
must he one of those prioritx initiatives. Four years from now will be
simply too late. By that time, consolidation in the defense industry and

continued changes in commercial industr\'s management and technology
will have made anyý c'st-effecti, e revitali/ation of defense manufacturiong

even more difficult. The process of change must be initiated at the begin-
ning of the incomine administration if there is to be any chance of success.
This is truly a case in which the DoD must seize opportunity.

Dramatic and positive results can be expected. If the proposed changes
permeate the government, the prime contractors, and lower tier suppliers,

by the end of the Clinton administration the DoD should be in a position to

obtain high-performance. high-quality weapon systems at far lower costs

and much more rapidly. from a defense industrial base that is far broader
and more efficient, effective, innovative, and responsive. The "way of

doing defense business" will have been totally transformed, and the DoD
, ill be a world-class buyer, dealing with world-class suppliers.

The United States can and must be able to change the way it (toes

defense business. With a declining budget and rising weapon costs, there is
no choice. The way to make this change exists, and has been demonstrated

effectively. If the nation is to remain strong economically and militarily, it
must accept this challenge and move aggressively to implement the needed

changes. Our greatness in the twenty-first century depends upon it ... and the
taxpayers deserve it.



Defense Manufacturing
on the Defensive

Defense manufacturing-the process that produces the most sophisti-
cated, technically advanced weapons in the world-is one of the most com-
plex enterprises in the nation. It encompasses not only the armed forces
and the defense contractor base, but also the Congress, the White House,
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). and the Department of De-
fense (DoD) leadership. It requires constant mediation among political,
economic. and military interests, between technology developers and
implementers. between needs and desires. Effective management of the
defense manufacturing enterprise is extremely difficult in the best of cir-
cumstances. Many involved in the defense manufacturing process believe
that the overall management task has become too fragmented and compli-
cated, leading to unnecessary sacrifices in the cost, quality, and timeliness
of weapons.

Convergence of a broad array of forces over the next decade will make
defense manufacturing management increasingly difficult, with results that
are less and less satisfactory. (Appendix A contains a description of the
economic, technological, and geopolitical forces that are redefining the en-
vironment for defense manufacturing.) Shrinking defense budgets, the pace
of technological advance, and pervasive changes in commercial production
practices threaten to limit severely DoD's ability to acquire next-generation
weapon systems with the cost. quality, and timeliness necessary to meet
future defense requirements.

8
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THE DEFENSE BUID);ET

In 1992, DoD spent over $75 billion on manul ctured products, mainly
Weapon systems and other military equipment.' This figure is already sig-
nificantly lower than procurement budgets in the mid-1980s, and estimates
for further reductions range as high as 50 percent.2 Meanwhile. weapon
costs have been rising astronomically. Individual airplanes cost hundreds
of millions of dollars, some ships cost billions, and weapon systems pro-
curement is in a spiral of rising costs, leading to decreasing quantities.
leading to still greater cost increases. By cutting procurement quantities
and stretching out deliveries, this growing conflict between available re-
sources and costs also limits DoD's ability to benefit from improvements in
commercial manufacturing products and processes.

TECHNOLOGY

In the last I0 to 15 years, global industrial competition has replaced
global military competition as the impetus for technological advance ill
areas such as electronics, materials. information technologies, and telecom-
munications. Although DoD has the opportunity to benefit from the rapid
pace of commercial technological improvement, the current defense pro-
curement system is incapable of taking advantage of that opportunity. While
global competition has inspired tremendous reductions in the development
times and life cycles for commercial products, the trend is for weapon
systems to take longer in development. be produced more slowly, and he

kept in inventory longer. For example, while electronic adances are mak-
ing many electronic systems technically obsolete in 6 months to 2 years,
development of weapon systems now averages over 17 years from concept
to first production. Since more than 50 percent of the cost of most sophisli-
cated new weapon systems is in electronics, weapons development must be
accelerated.

COMMERCIAL MANUFACTURING RENEWAL

Spurred by intense international competition. a growing number of American
manufacturers are embracing a new concept of manufacturing and its role in
competitive success. This new understanding is prompting companies to
develop a process for changing manufacturing management, the role of
employees, customer-supplier relationships, and investment strategies. 3 This
change process goes by many names (some misleading) and has many vari-
ants, including Total Quality Management, "just-in-time," employee involvement.
and concurrent engineering. Although few companies have mastered the
management techniques and relationships necessary to benefit fully from
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these changes, the process is under way and the results in cost reduction.
quality improvement, and cycle time reduction have been impressive.

Unfortunately, the techniques and procedures needed to achieve these
changes are increasingly incompatible with the defense procurement envi-
ronment. Manufacturers must change to compete in commercial markets
and find it increasingly inefficient to use incompatible methods in their
defense operations. Consequently, companies are leaving the defense busi-
ness, citing the punishing environment, the onerous regulations, poor profit-
ability, and the unnecessary uncertainty induced by political and administra-
tive processes.

4

Given these (and other) emerging conflicts in the current defense manu-
facturing enterprise, serious consideration must be given to fundamentally
changing how DoD procures weapon systems. The way to ease the defense
manufacturing dilemma is not through marginal adjustments to traditional
ways of doing defense business but-as demonstrated by the commercial
firms that have led the way-through a deliberate break with the past. It
entails a shift from the traditional "command and control" style of defense
manufacturing and acquisition to a modern, comprehensive defense manu-
facturing strategy that would govern procurement policies and practices.
This strategy would apply modern management methods to weapons m mu-
facturing and acquisition in order to achieve lower cost, more rapid product
development, better performance. and higher quality.

Just as commercial manufacturers are struggling to evolve strategies
that will result in long-term improvement and increased competitiveness,
the DoD must also identify the elements of an effective "change process"

that will work in the unique defense manufacturing environment and achieve
the long-term goals of affordable, high-quality weapon systems. Contrast-
ing the requirements for success within such a "change process" with the
current business environment in defense manufacturing may be helpful (see
Table 1).

This comparison illustrates the magnitude of the challenge involved in
undertaking a "change process" for defense manufacturing. It will require
significant modification in behavior by the most senior executives in DoD,
Congress, and defense contractors. The experience of leading companies
suggests that at least 5 to 10 years will be needed to achieve significant
improvement. Unfortunately, few of the senior leaders needed to initiate
and participate in an effective change process are likely to be in their posi-
tions that long. Few (if any) executives from OMB or DoD are incumbent
for that length of time, and military officers are rotated on a far more rapid
schedule. Turnover is a very serious impediment to improvement.

Another equally critical impediment is that it is not in any single individual's
interest to start this process, because initially it will create only difficulty.
The benefits will not be evident for years, so the beneficiaries will not be
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TABLE I Contrast Betvseen the Attributes of a Successful "Change
Process" and the Current Defense Manufacturing Environment

A. Attributes of Successlul "Change B. Current Defense Manufacturing

Process"

A continon % is ion tN held b. the No common % ision exists amtong the
participants concerning the change ConIgress, DoD, and corporations

needed. t Ito what defense manufacturing

,hould he like in 5 to 10 \ears-
(Many components of this vision do.
how0\ex er. exist.)

There is sutstantial committument ar.nong the There is 1o commitment to the nature of
powerful participants to undertake the long change required. no consensus regarding
anti difficut process of change. w ho wý ill invest the time, effort, and energy,

or who will lead it.

There is a vwidely felt need, even urgency. There is a widely varying sense that change
for change. would he useful, but not an urgent sense of

need.

A willingness to work through resistance to Little willingness exists to work on decades-
change exists, old relationships that impede change.

Agreement exists on the values that the There is no such agreement.
organjzation will observe during the change
process. including openness. sharing of
information, constant discussion, and
problem resolution.

Sienificant investment in training of people There is little or no training in the process
to work through problems of change.
and to solve them jointly.

Consistency of purpose exists, for several There is constant change. rather than
years. (:instant purpose. in strategies to improve

the defense manufacturing base. DoD. and
the Congress. w ith single issues gaining and
losing prominence in short times.

those who will invest the time. effort, and energy, and fight the jurisdic-
tional battles for improvement during the early days of the "change pro-

cess."
The Pre,,.sure gain.st ch.nge is strong. Current values are strong: these

value, reinforce the protection of existing charters, the perceived risk of
changing when the outcome is not clear, and the risk that a new process will

degrade control of weapon systems or technology.
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So what should be done? This report outlines, what must be done to
start a process that could result in significant improvements in the cost.
quality, and timeliness of weapon systems. It is a process that will involve
pervasive and sustained changes in the way weapon systems are manufac-
tured and procured; in short, a change in the culture that determines how
DoD does business with its suppliers and administers its own procurement
functions. The process itself will take 5 to 10 years. Improvement will be
seen within I to 2 years if there is a constancy of purpose at the senior
levels of DoD, the Congress, and private industry. The end of the Cold War
provides an unusual opportunity. unparalleled in the past five decades, to
effect such a change.

NOTES

1. Direct physical capital outlays by the federal government for national defense were
estimated to be $82.3 billion in 1992. Almost all of this, an estimated $75.2 billion, was for
the procurement of weapons and other military equipment, and the remainder. $7.1 billion, was
primarily for the construction of military bases and family housing for military personnel.
Other significant acquisition outlays include: $86.4 billion for operations and maintenance.
and approximately $40 billion for research, design. test, and evaluation. See. Office of Man-
agement and Budget, Bud get of the U'S. Government lor Fiscal Year 1992. (Washington. D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office. 1991), part 4. p. 4 . Table A-2 and part 6. pp. 17-18.

2. The Bush administration projected that defense budget decreases will continue, with
real reductions of 13 percent between Fiscal Year tFY) 1991 and FY 1996, and a total of a 32
percent reduction below the rate of inflation between FY 1985 and FY 1996. Defense spend-
ing would fall from an estimated 5.3 percent of GNP in FY 1991 to a projected 3.8 percent by
FY 1996. Procurement in real terms is projected to fall almost 50 percent between fiscal sears
1985 and 1996. from $123.9 billion to $64.3 billion tboth in 1992 dollars%. See Stephen A.
Cain, Analvsis of ithe FY 1992-1993 Definse Budget Request. iWashington. D.C.: Defense
Budget Project. February 7. 1991).

3. In private corporations. the cultural changes taking place at Milliken. Xerox. General
Electric. Motorola, Harley-Davidson, and Ford are good examples. In the DoD, the Willoughby
templates are a good example. The templates were derived from a 1982 Defense Science
Board Task Force (chaired by W.J. Willoughby, Jr.) report entitled, "'Transition from Develop-
ment to Production.'" which generated a matrix of the most critical events in the deign. test.
and production phases of the industrial process. These events were then transformed into
templates and are used by program managers to identify critical engineering processes and
their control methods. See. DoD Directive 4245.7. "Transition from Development to Produc-
tion." January 19. 1984.

4. According to David V. Lamm. approximately 20 percent of firms surveyed refuse DoD
business because of burdensome paperwork, government bidding methods, more attractive
commercial ventures, and government attitudes. See. David V. Lamm. Analy.:is ot Rea,-ons
Compalfec.% Ref/il •0 , Patric ipate in !)Dfn.e e Bfsiness. (Monterey, CA; Naval PostGraduate
School, March. 1987). In his book. Thomas L. McNaugher describes the complicated. bureau-
cralically enctrusted way the nation buys weapons as a procedural waste. He attributes time
current weapon acquisition process as the result of a long process of political adoption in
which Congre•s. IDoD. and the defense industry all have participated. See. Thotnas L. McNaughcr.
New 4 eapoto, O/l Politic.s. (Washineton. D.C.: The Brookings Institute. 1989). p. 174.
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A Change Process

That Changes ...

Chneprocesses" aire Linder wsay in many manufacturing corporations
that compete world~k ide. 13% focusing on continuous improvement in manlu-
facturing throughout the full new product reali/,ation cyclc (especially dur-
Ing the phases of cc icept formulation and early decsign) and by usine mod-
ern manufacturing, managemnent tec hniques and technologies, These large
cotrporations have been able ito achieve mlajor improvemnents InI cost. time to
market. atnd quamlity of their products. It can be done.

The parAllels are Niriking betweenl the calnefcig the Department
of Defense I Do[)) and demands in the commercial sector to reduce cost.
speed dcx elopmient. and improve produit attractiveness and quality. Comn-
panics that have successfully responded to cost and product development
compefitition from abroad provide ai model for [)oD\s approach an]l expecta-
tions. albci: an inex\act and. relatixe to DoD, simple model.

G'mpnipaics, that have reached -world-claos performaznce in Stron~gly Comn-
peltkI e ~onmmcrcial manufacturing fields such:I as, electronics. automnobiles
and aircraft exempl ik. the benefits of estabfi ihing ;" ew Culture within the
comlpan) and its COMMunllity of st ppl iers and customers. Firms such as
MIill iken, Xe rot - General Elcti otorola. and Ford Motor Company haive
COMmli tied themselves, to ree xamlinat ion of proltmt devel Opmc~lt1. produc-
tiomli. and supplier relations. Concepts smith aN "lean produiction*' and '-total
qualit\ manag,_rncnt- inderstatc tile depth and breadth ot thec change in
these corporations. Fach. in its, o~kii k av. is, umndergoing ~ the same k inmd of
cult nra I chance that the cotmnmittee tno\,\ proposes for lthe Do!).

The rcsultN hawe beon impressive:
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. At General Electric, changes in manufacturing methods have more
than doubled the annual rate of manufacturing productivity improvement,
from 2 percent to 5.5 percent over the past five years, at a time when the
annual rate of overall U.S. manufacturing productivity growth remained
roughly constant.

. Motorola's change of corporate culture has helped the company achieve
60 percent sales growth, from $6.7 billion to $10.9 billion, between 1986
and 1990, while the number of employees has increased only 8 percent. At
the same time, Motorola reports substantial improvements in product qual-
ity, design lead-time, and supplier relations.

. Xerox's transformation, based on benchmarking comparable external
activities, has enabled it to regain product design and manufacturing leader-
ship ii, ,.ffice copier products after Japanese competitors gained major mar-
ket share a decade ago.

. Ford Motor Company's financial problems in the late 1970s led to
many changes within the company, including company downsizing, remod-
eling the product design process, and improving supplier relations. The
success of the Ford products designed and produced under the revised
procedures has been a major improvement over past performance, resulting
in substantial gains in North American market share.

. Milliken has been able to cut its delivery lead times in half, improve
its on time deliveries from 75 to 90 percent, and cut its defective products
by 50 percent. all while tightening its definitions oi "on time" and "accept-
able quality." As one result, it has been able to cut the total cost of off-
quality production (rework, returns, etc.) by 57 per-ent for the company as
a whole.

And. of course, a number of Japanese companies have practiced vari-
ants of continuuc',s improvement for years.

Each of these examples indicates that sustained, overall improvement is
possible within large product design and manufacturing organizations through
a commitment to a new vision of company operations. Their results prove
that it is possible for the DoD to make the same sort of transformation.
Already within the uniformed cci vices, and within defense contractors, there
are small units that ;re well advanced in application of these new tech-
niques and are very successful. For instance:

. The Air Force Logistics Command received the President's Award
for Quality and Productivity in 1991 as a result of the operational improve-
ments from its total quality initiative.

* The Naval Weapons Center at China Lake, California installed an
alternative personnel systen., allowing management to reward individual
performance in order to compete more effectively in the market for highly
skilled, high-quality personnel. Increased retention of engineers and scier
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Case of Cultural Change:
Rockwell International's Tactical Systems Division

The Tactical Systems Division (TSD) of Rockwell International is a Depart-
ment of Defense contractor designing and integrating weapon systems, It
has two major products currently in production: the HELLFIRE laser-guided
anti-armor missile and the AGM-130 Standoff Weapon System "smart bombs."

HELLFIRE missiles have been in production since 1985 and are currently
produced at a rate of 22 per day. AGM-130 is just beginning low-rate
production replacing its predecessor, the GBU-15 Guided Weapon System.
At the current time. HELLFIRE contributes over 75 percent of the production
base for the division.

TSD experienced several "significant emotional events" in the mid-1980s
which precipitated a real need for change, These included serious contract
delinquencies and significant financial losses resulting in unhappy custom-
ers. both external and corporate. For one, HELLFIRE production was expe-
riencing problems with suppliers, production yields, scrap and rework, and
resulting delivery and profit margins, The AGM-130 development program
experienced early flight test problems which caused government cancella-
tion of the program, with TSD electing to complete the flight test program
with its own funds.

The major barriers experienced in impleme iing change were the lack of a
defined change process and getting management to lead the efforts towards
continuous improvement.

In TSD's pursuit to make improvements, there was significant confusion due
to the abundance of apparently disjointed "programs" available, such as
Just-In-Time. Statistical Process Control (SPC), Design of Experiments (DOE).
Quality Function Deployment (QFD), and Gainsharing. Adding to the confu-
sion were external customers and corporate executives willing to "help" by
promoting their favorite improv9ment process as the silver bullet.

TSD recognized merit in many of the programs, but they had to be integrat-
ed in a cohesive manner. While reviewing the numerous initiatives having
been implemented or considered, it was observed that they fell into three
general categories: (1) change processes, (2) tracking and measurement
processes, and (3) incentive and reward processes.

CHANGE PROCESSES

In order to implement change effectively, there must be processes. TSD
has developed two fundamental change processes. One process addresses
change in the organizational system. This change process is strategic in
nature inasmuch as it addresses division-wide change and is typically ad-
dressed by management tea~rs. 6h• ,cond process affects day-to-day
methods and involves virtually every employee working in ad hoc value
improvement teams.

continued
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Case of Cultural Change-continued

TRACKING AND MEASUREMENT PROCESSES

In order to assure that all changes are directed at business objectives, it
was necessary to develop a planning, tracking, and measurement system.
This system, Functional Support Planning, is designed to focus all major
change activities on the business objectives. It ties the strategic planning
and the annual planning to the lowest levels in the organization, creating
ownership and assuring constancy of purpose throughout all disciplines.

INCENTIVE AND REWARD PROCESSES

Change processes and tracking and measurement are two critical elements
for assuring continuous improvement. However, in order to reinforce their
application, a third element is necessary. That is the organization's incen-
tive and reward process.

Incentives and rewards must reinforce the organization's total quality com-
mitment. The mainstay of this process is TSD's gainsharing program which
equally involves all employees in all disciplines. This program is designed
to share back with the employees a significant portion of monetary gains
made as a result of EXCEEDING the division's operating plan.

Many of these processes could not be effectively integrated into the organi-
zation without a change in its culture. Included in the cultural changes were
the concepts of everyone's responsibility for quality and productivity, under-
standing the customer's needs and expectations, management's leadership
role and its responsibility to be coach and counselor, and the empowerment
of the people working in the system-those most knowledgeabte about the
systems and processes.

Also included was a detailed training program that initially targeted the man-
agement team. Management was required to understand concepts of waste
and scientific tools and problem-solving methods toward improving the sys-
tem and reducing/eliminating waste. Once management gained an appreci-
ation of these modern methods, the rest of the organization was given the
same training.

Almost all of the staff has been trained in TOM improvement techniques
(including SPC). In 1992, each employee received an average of 28 hours
of training in these and other skills, including team training.

The total process was enhanced because the top executive was committed
to and involved in the changes. Change at TSD has led to a team-based
organization providing for the application of concurrent product development
and self-managed work groups in production and white collar disciplines.

As a defense contractor, TSD, in concert with the Army Missile Command
(MICOM), the Defense Contracts Management Command (DCMC), and the
Defense Audit Agency (DCAA), has plowed considerable new ground ir
applying many innovative principles to the weapons business. Two govern-
ment initiatives were piloted by TSD and have provided a good opportunity



to dev~oip a win win relationship where the relatunship had been fiutorical
ly adversarial These two initiatives are the DetenSe, Logistics Agency
iDLAý, In Plant Quai~ty Evaluation iIGUE program and the OCAA s Contrac
ota Risk Assessment Guide iCRAG), program. These two programns are the
agencies applica:ion at TOM principles Without the excellent customer
relations TSD has been able to build, and a commitment mutually to prove
the viability of the Totai Quality Management approach, the signtficant and
continuing improvements in productivity and quality by TSD. and the subse-
quent lower cost to the, government. would not have been possbibe TSD

and OLA were invited ' ointly to brief the Defense Science Board to describe
anid emnphasize the synergy of government contractor relations in a total
qu~ality environment.

TSD s Total Quality System. a systems approacn to total quality, has proven
to be a very effective model for change. The results are, shown in the
division metrics:

*Sales per employee up 13 percent
*Scrap and rework down 74 percent
*Manufacturing flours per unit down 40 percent
*Test yields up over 200 percent
*Manutacturing cycle time down 50 aercent
1 49 successive production test launches without a failure.

For TSD. there have been three crowning achievements that are attributed
to a quest for excellence: first. the award of 100 percent of the HELLFIRE
production in a winner take-all comnpetition: second. the resurrection of the
AGM-130 program: third. the award of tne Army s Contractor Performance
Certification Program lCPl 2 which recognizes exemplary Total Quality Man
agement practices and continuous quality achievement,
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cesses and failures, and spreading the lessons from existing defense suc-
cesses. DoD must invent its own unique change process. It is a daunting
challenge that will require:

* a common manufacturing vision among the DoD. the Congress, and
the defense manufacturing community:

- commitment and a willingness to invest among the powerful partici-
pants in the process:

"* an orderly process for achieving change, agreed upon early:
"• investment in training people to work to solve problems rather than

to enforce regulations; and
• consistency of purpose over several administrations.

At the core of this change process is the active participation of the wide
spectrum of powerful interests in defense manufacturing. Representatics
from the Congress, the White House, the military services, DoD manage-
ment, and the industrial base must all participate in deviopment of a vi-
sion, goals and objectives, and specific actions.

NOTE

I. Office of Technology Assessment. Holding the Edge: Maintaining the Defense Tech-

nology Base, (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1989). pp. 67-72.
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The Change Process

Changing the defense manufacturing culture will require an iterative
process. The process must start at the top and be driven by a vision of how
manufacturing will be conducted. The process must be repeated at each
level of the organizations involved. The leadership of the change process
must be accepted at the top of the Department of Defense (DoD)-by the
Secretary and Deputy Secretary-and supported by other leaders throughout
the defense community, including the military service secretaries and par-
ticularly the Congress. Unfortunately, the change process, like "quality,'" is
difficult to describe in writing, but the following paragraphs should convey
some sense of the process.

Industrial experience suggests that cultural change requires repetitive
cycles, at successively lower levels in the organization. Each cycle consists
of six generic steps:

1. Preparation
2. Commitment
3. Deployment
4. Action
5. Reinforcement
6. Results Measurement and Feedback

These characteristic phases must. in turn, be adapted to each successive
layer throughout the defense manufacturing community--government, as
well as prime contractors and suppliers.

/9
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STEP 1: PREPARATION

Preparation is the first step in the change process. In companies that
achieve this kind of sweeping cultural change. the drive for change radiates
from the top. Typically, the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) gathers his
close colleagues to flesh out the nature of the change and the process: the
vision. At General Electric (GE), Jack Welch drove the change process
from his position as chairman and CEO, at Motorola. the process was driven
by President Robert Galvin.

A vision for the change proce, ;,i a prerequisite for the beginning ui"
the process itself. Therefore, the defense community leadership needs to
describe a vision of the future defense manufacturing culture. During sub-
sequent change cycles, leaders at each successive level must likewise deter-
mine a representative version of the overall vision applicable to their own
activities. This normally involves two important substeps: gaining pro-
found knowledge of how the current system works to understand the changes
possible and the leverage points for effecting change; and formulating a
vision of how the system should look. To a substantial degree, both of
these substeps have been covered by other reports that describe what needs
to be achieved in the defense acquisition community (See Appendix B.).
they also are the subject of various training programs. This shared vision
of how the defense community's manufacturing systems can be vastly im-
proved has been lacking in past attempts to change.

Given the many interests and organizations represented in the defense
manufacturing enterprise, development of the vision for change is necessar-
ily a group process. A senior level group should be formed to create a
shared vision of how defense procurement should be conducted. The group
should include the Secretary of Defense, the Deputy Secretary of Defense,
the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, military service secretaries, the chairmen of the Congres-
sional Armed Services Committees, the Director of the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget (OMB), and a few chief executive officers (CEOs) from
industry. A working cadre also should be formed to investigate cultural
change in other organizations and to adapt the lessons learned to defense
needs. Such a group should be broadly representative of the elements of
DoD's manufacturing community: DoD career civil servants, military of-
ficers, defense contractors and suppliers, and congressional staff. Its mem-
bers should be those individuals likely to emerge as senior executives in the
course of implementation of the change process-the "'young Turks." The
group would be managed by the Deputy Secretary, serving the role of CEO
throughout the change process, and the Under Secretary for Acquisition,
who would serve as Chief Operating Officer (COO). Under their leader-
ship, this group should study examples of manufacturing culture changes,
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Oithin and outside of DoD. establish the DoD "'strawman'" vision, and de-
sign the implementation plan for debate and change by the senior decision
makers of the defense community.

The vision must be relevant to community leaders. This requires that
the leaders themselves create the vision, but implies a major effort bv staff
to gather and analyze information that w\ill reveal the possibilities.

Commercial companies have prepared the necessary vision in various
%s ays. At Xerox. competitive benchmiarking plays a critical role in deter-
mining areas for improvement and developing continuousl tougher im-
provement goals. At General Elec'tric, the "'Best Practice," program ftocuses
on management practices used by highly successful companies. including
AMP, (Chaparral Steel. HeAletl-Packard. Ford. and Xerox. For DoD. public
data resources are sufficient to venerate both broad understanding of how
much better defense manufacturing could be and to establish meaningful
improvement goals c See Appendix C. Suggested Reading.)

STEP 2: COMMITMENT

Once senior managers have formulated the vision (for DoD. a contract-
ing firm. or a supplier organization), committed to its achievement, and
taken responsibility for leadership of the change process, the vision must be
articulated to the rest of the organization. and a plan developed for imple-
nientation throughout the community. This step demonstrates commitment
of the leadership and builds conviction that change is required among man-
agers and workers in the services, suppliers, research and development (R&D)
ergam/ations. and the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD).

Articulating the vision and achieving this conviction throughout the
community may generate the creativity and enthusiasm needed for a suc-
cessful change process. Each successive level of the organization must
develop its own vision statement appropriate to that level's mission, but
consistent with the broader vision generated at higher levels. Ideas for
change should begin to emerge: leverage points begin to be identified. It is
crucial during this stage for the leaders to encourage a wide variety of
ideas, take the initiative to spur communication, champion the need for
change, and generally build enthusiasm to gain buy-in among the diverse
members of the defense manufacturing community. For this process to
succeed, leaders at each successive level must be empowered with the flex-
ibility. within broad guidelines, to initiate activities to meet the vision.
Such flexibility certainly will require the cooperation of DoD and Congres-
sional leaders. Such a process is frustratingly inclusive, non-directive, and
slow. but it gets results.

The change process at Ford provides a good illustration of the need for
commitment. When Ford was first beginning to change in the early 1980s,
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the concept of employee involvement became a central part of the new
corporate vision. The job of speaking on behalf of the change process and
explaining the concept of employee involvement-and the business and
political rationales behind them---was undertaken by Peter Pestillo, Ford's
vice-president for labor relations, and Don Ephlin. vice president of the
United Automobile Workers' Ford Department. Given their high visibility
and credibility among Ford's workforce. they played a critical leadership
role in educating Ford employees and building commitment to the new Ford
vision.

STEP 3: DEPLOYMENT

With some hope for change, energy and enthusiasm can become sub-
stantial. Based on the refined vision, senior managers can determine the
initial target areas for changes in policy. procedures. and structure. Leaders
at various levels will implement those targeted changes. Likely areas for
attention include: ,1) defining performance measurement tools for effective
assessment of techniques that work well and those that do not: (2) wide-
spread training in necessary skills, such as problem solving, teamwork.
communication, and program assessment: (3) identification of formal legal
constraints to change: (4) clarification of reward systems that provide in-
centives for use of new skills and reinforce actions: and (5) identification of
specific high visibility initiatives that can generate fairly quick results and
reinforce the commitment to change. It is especially important to develop a
means of measuring progress toward vision goals.

Boeing provides some good examples in many of these areas. For
instance, assigning managers and workers to solve small, manageable prob-
lems--low-hanging fruit"-can give people a quick sense of the possibili-
ties for effective change. However. Boeing learned the importance of em-
phasizing the long-term nature of its continuous quality improvement effort,
so its employees would not settle for low-hangiig fruit. Structured training
programs were put in place. top management made quality improvement the
first priority for middle management. and even some "'sacred cows"-prac-
tices that are generally considered unchangeable-were scrutinized and dis-
carded.2 These and other initiatives have demonstrated clearly to workers
and managers alike that cultural change at Boeing is a long-term proposi-
tion.

The reallocation and commitment of appropriate resources is a critical
part of the change process. Given the current DoD environment, additions
to financial budgets are not likely: rather, people will do new tasks, or do
old tasks differently, so that the low-value-added activities of the old sys-
tem are dropped or reengineered, and efficiency improves. Managers must
be aware that the mission of the organization is sometimes best served by
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dropping old tasks, which proves commitment to change to the organization
at large. The key for managers is to ensure that essent'al activities are not
neglected, even as more effective alternatives are proposed and tried.

STEP 4: ACTION

Next comes broad-based implementation of the ideas and plans formed
to this point, Initial actions are monitored and results measured to gauge
success and modify continued actions. Progress; will be slow at first, but as
actions are taken, the effects of those actions on procedures and relation-
ships lower in the organization will be evident. Bottlenecks will emerge as
the pace of change varies throughout the organization. DoD senior leaders
and their counterparts elsewhere in government must appreciate the slow
pace of improvement, but expect momentum to build as the change process
persists. Perhaps most importantly, winners and losers will emerge, as both
individuals and organizations are more or less successful in adapting to the
changed environment. Effectiveness at leading the change process is likely
to be a good indication of the readiness of leaders to assume greater respon-
sibility.

The scale of action taken by Jack Welch at GE helps illustrate the
extent of change necessary in defense acquisition. From 1981 to 1989, GE
shed $9 billion in assets and spent $18 billion on acquisitions, in a company
with about $60 billion in sales. GE has dismantled executive power, drasti-
cally cut corporate staff, and created programs to empower and involve
everybody in the organization. In the process. 100,000 jobs were elimi-
nated. Using a number of management techniques, known as "'Work Outs,"
"Best Practices." and "Process Mapping," GE has begun to build a new
culture that maximizes employee participation, breaks down the barriers
between management and labor, and uses good ideas, whatever the source.
Despite the benefits to date and the extensive use of these techniques, Welch
admits that it will take a decade before the new culture is firmly estab-
lished.'

STEP 5: REINFORCEMENT

Once success is achieved, a number of actions are necessary to foster
further success. The individuals responsible must be rewarded. Based on
typical experience in industry, such rewards need not be monetary, but may
take the form of recognition through awards, increased responsibility or
flexibility, additional training, and other steps. In general, the reward sys-
tem must be seen to work throughout the organization to reinforce indi-
vidual motivation. At Milliken, for instance, all manufacturing sites have
abandoned individual incentives in favor of team-based incentives, which
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was particularly difficult in an industry based on piece rates. The shift to
teams has increased employee satisfaction, and team leaders are responsible
for providing individual recognition through letters of recognition, awards,
and similar means. 4

Communication is essential. Leaders must continue to make their sup-
port known. Successful initiatives must be publicized and. to the extent
possible. reasons for their success noted, published, and replicated.

STEP 6: RESULTS MEASUREMENT AND FEEDBACK

As plans are achieved, it is essential tor the total change process to be
monitored to identify further initiatives and possibilities for success. Ap-
propriate performance measures are important: the degree of success can be
measured and challenges for additional improvement can be defined. Man-
agers at Milliken have learned that if it cannot be measured, it is not worth
doing.

5

This feedback loop must function continually throughout the organiza-
tion at the local level (as described in Step 4). but it also must encompass
the broad objectives of the change process and affect the initiatives of the
senior leadership. It is easy for change to move off track, derailed by
interest groups who cannot adapt fast enough. or simply by well-intentioned
initiatives that fail. At Xerox. major change was delayed for years by the
bureaucracy at corporate headquarters in Rochester. Only after David Kearns
became president and took a personal leadership role in forcing change was
the logjam broken and the change process really invigorated.•' Similarly.
the senior DoD leadership, including the military service secretaries, must
stay abreast of any serious failures and take steps to overcome or minimize
their impacts. Again, the communication and leadership role of the senior
managers cannot be overemphasized.

DoD leadership must be tolerant of the time taken to achieve meaning-
ful cultural change. yet press continually for progress. Industrial experi-
ence has shown that skilled facilitators may be necessary to help the process
along, particularly through the first several iterations. For instance. GE
uses consultants and university professors to facilitate many of its "Work
Outs."

SUMMARY

In reading these six steps to cultural change. many will say that they are
too elementary, too simple. just "Management 101". They are correct.

The committee is. in fact. recommending a return to very basic, simple
management principles-principles that DoD does not now follow in manu-
facturing weapon systems. But DoD is not alone. Many U.S. corporations
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discovered how far they had diverged from basic managenment principles,

when they lost markets to Japanese competitors. Those companies are sIrLig-
gling-some successfully, sorn• not-to return to basics, and to improve

continually as a result.
DoD. at senior levels, has yet to start. The committee argues that better

management will provide major help to DoD in meeting existing goals.
Many Dot) executives have practiced these "'basics" in prior positions, and
believe these basics are required.

"NManagiement I01 -" this is-but only because Management 101 is needed,
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DoD Is Different ... Partly

This committee has concluded that instituting cultural change is the
single most important action needed to deal effectively with today's chal-
lenges to defense manufacturing. It may be among the very few highest
priorities at the Department of Defense (DoD). However, the size and
scope of change needed at the DoD is very large compared to others that
have been undertaken (except perhaps the Defense Reorganization of 1948,
the shift to all-volunteer forces, or the Goldwater-Nichols Bill of 1986). It
must, in time, encompass the entire defense manufacturing establishment:
the DoD, its contractors and suppliers, and other parts of government, such
as the Office of Management and Budget and Congress.

Many will argue that this complexity of players and interests makes
DoD unique. Unlike private corporations that can control internal proce-
dures and processes, the defense manufacturing enterprise comprises many
corporations and many government entities with multiple, sometimes con-
flicting, interests. Accordingly, it is clear that change cannot be undertaken
by defense contractors alone; government and industry must cooperate to an
unprecedented degree and the process of change must reach beyond the
contractors into industrial suppliers.' The many subcultures within the DoD,
other government entities, and defense contractors will require understand-
ing, involvement, and, eventually, realignment. Although successful corpo-
rate change processes are not directly analogous with DoD or with each
other, these experiences do provide valuable lessons and help define a strat-
egy to get started.

The process of cultural change in corporations takes years. It cannot be

26
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instituted by directive-it requires long-term personal invov,",ent by sen-
ior managers. Such a cultural change in manufacturing is not a program. It
is a persistent change process.

Patience is an absolute prerequisite for success. There will be a ten-
dency to claim that the process is not working because results will not be
immediate and because there will be resistance. Resistance to cultural change
is normal and should be expected. Some participants in defense manufac-
turing will be at risk as emphasis shifts from a procedure-driven culture to
one that encourages local proble .i solving and efficiency. Many existing
activities using the traditional "command and control" style will relabel
programs so they appear to meet the new process. While more elegant than
open resistance, this will require serious challenge.

Such change will not be easy. Even though attitudes are firmly en-
trenched, the defense establishment is now in a period of flux. Force reduc-
tions and base closings are difficult measures precipitated by the most pro-
found changes in budget and strategy since the end of World War 11. The
defense manufacturing "system" must be similarly addressed ntow while the
opportunity for fundamental change exists.

This change process is not simply "downsizing" the defense manfac-
luring establishment. Problems must be solved differently, decisions made
differently, control exercised differently, information shared differently.

This report suggests the beginning of such a change. As with large
corporations, cultural change is driven from the top, but must be supported
throughout the organization. The process requires sustained commitment,
patience, and consistency. It requires an understandable vision el ,`,ow
business is to be conducted and of the values needed to produce the best
possible manufactured goods "or the defense sector in the most efficient
way. The change process must become ingrained within the defense manu-
facturing establishment and externally supported by the rest of government.

This initiative is probably best undertaken at the outset of a full four-
year term oi office of a Secretary and Deputy Secretary of Defense as part
of an overall theme of departmental reform, so the process will have oppor-
tunity to take root and develop before the shift to new leadership. Further,
support for this process of manufacturing and acquisition system reform
should be a criterion for selection of succeeding defense leaders to ensure
continuation of that momentum. Senior executives at defense contracting
and supply firms also must come to believe that their best interests lie in
promoting complementary changes within their own operations.

It is crucial that the DoD and the defense industry jointly define the
urgency of. and the strategy for, change in the defense community. Such a
"joint" approach to change management is not new. The perceived barriers
to joint DoD/industry management and operational approaches h1,:e i)een
overcome in numerous DoD programs, large and small. The normal im-
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pediments of tightly interpreted procurement regulations, non-value-added
management or control processes, conflicting goals and objectives, and in-
consistent priorities hatve often been resolved or minimi... through joint
leadership and teamwork. Team-building activities, training, proper deci-
sion authv-'ties. and measurenment and reward systems have been developed
to create an ,fficient operational environment. The change process envi-
sioned in this report is intended to institutionalite that kind of problem
solving. Success will benefit not only DoD. but also the competitiveness of
industry, Industrial experience with similar change processes teaches that
particular attention must be paid to certain problem areas.

Some of the areas requiring joint solutions are described below.

CHANGING PROCUREMENT, ACCOUNTING.
AND AUDITING PROCESSES

Success of the new vision depends on establishment and maintenance
of effective working partnerships between customers and vendors at every
level of the defense community, including between DoD and prime contrac-
tors. Professional procurement skills must extend well beymd how to live
without today's acquisition system to understanding how to work to modify
the system to make it more effective. Technical and procurement personnel
will need the skill to work cooperatively with contractors rather than to
police them. In parallel, defense contractors will have to change the kills
of managers who interact with DoD. Experiences at Milliken, Boeing. and
Xerox emphasize the importance of training in these new skills.

PROBLI"M SOLVING, SKILL DEVELOPMENT,
AND TEAM BUILDING

Empowering people to solve their own problems and to improve perfor-
mance continually is likely to be an important element of the new DoD
vision. Problem solving in this context entails working with teams of those
involved, regardless of organizational affiliation. Team problem solving
across organizational lines-both within an enterprise among design, manu-
facturing. engineering, and marketing functions, and between enterprises
such as DoD, prime contractors, and suppliers-is difficult. but progress
has been made in similar situations by Milliken, Apple Computer, and Fed-
eral Express.

TRAINING

Implementation of a new DoD vision will require people throughout the
defense community to acquire new skills-management. technical, personal.
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zind) maua rn.In addition. thev ability oft he defense -omrinunil to
sustfailn the visionl by adapting to changeing citrcunbtances 'V ill r-equire con-
tinltil()s rene~~ al traininv. The training effotok risot tri\ ial: Bob (Galvin has
noted that Nlotorola'\ inivestment in traliniing is no"~ greater than its research
and development expenditure . Military officcrs a lreadv undersftand thle \value

of training, tor military operat ions. Ilecav N commitment to train in linoN also
must1 he adopted in thle defense manufact urngn comm ujnity.

In add it ion to studyIýingl m1anagemntcn of successful corporate train inrg
programis, thle committee suggests that early IDol participants \%ho are unfa-
mi liar with the new vision process Shou Id attend mianagemient and mianu fac:-
tUri no tra inint_ courses, Nuch ats the Motorola Manut.1aCt urine Inst it ute, to
undernstand, first hand. the educational process, and the kinds of expertise
that the new% culture demands. Other corporate training prog ramsl that aip-
proach thle size and scope needed by DoD include those at (;I-. I13M. and
Xerox..

DECEcNTRALIZED) MANAGEMENT AUTHORITV

The size and scope of' the defense cononlunit\ make effective Central-
ized managemrent impractical. The newcut C1Tire must take intoo account the
need ito build local mnanagecment au thori t% to promote imlprovemients coinsis-
tent with the highk, centralized goals of the detense missioni. Mlanagers
within uovernmient.' contractor. and supplier organizations Must he able to
deal with local situations.

MANAGEMENT TURNOVER

Constant refurbishing and revalidit ion of the vision and the process
w ill be necessary in order to compensate for turnover of' manager,,, DoD\
problemnillb more severe thnpivt 'ei[trn*, vr rapid political
appointee turnover and rotation of officers.

A nother factor will he the need to force a change in management per-
sonnel when necessarx. The magnitude otecagNrquired by the shift
to a new (lfeleise mianufacturine Culture will Undoubtedly generate resis-
taince ainon e, mailagers. at least initially. Some "xill be unwilling to adapt
evenl alter prolonged exposure to the process. The DoD must accept the
need and estiablish fihe mecans to r~eplace those who do niot accept thle newx
%A a\ N. just as industry has.

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT AND) REWARD) SYST'EMS

Measuring the performance of individuals and organ i/at ions, and re-
warding those responsible for improvement, itre critical to the institution of
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a culture based on a new defense vision. DoD managers must learn from
industrial experience that motivation without financial reward is possible
and potentially more powerful than existing incentives, Xerox. GE, and
IBM have devised broad measurement and reward systems that encompass a
wide range of incentive possibilities- these can help provide guidance bor
the DoD.

IMPROVEMENT AND RESOURCES

The new vision for defense manufacturing calls for the kinds of im-
provement that result from doing business differently. It does not call for
significant additional resources and. in fact, should provide substantial sav-
ings. At Xerox, overhead spending was cut by more than $200 million in
less than five years, and inventory was reduced by almost $200 million in
three years.2 Efficiency savings of this magnitude provide the resources
needed to support a process of continual improvement.

MEASURE PROGRESS OVER THE LONG RUN

As with other learning processes, improvements resulting from promo-
tion of a culture based on the new defense vision will come in fits and
starts. Uneven rates of progress characterize all efforts to make sweeping,
long-term improvement.

NOTES

I. Data indicate that 60 percent of defense manufactured product costs are in purchased
parts: suppliers must participate in the change process to ensure a viable defense industrial
base. See. Department of Defense, Report to Congress on the Development of a National
Defense Manunauturing Technology Plan. March 1992. p. 12.

2. Jacobson and Hillkirk. p. 235.
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"We're Ahleady Doling That!"

Many of those who skim these recommendations mav well conclude
that they are similar to either those previously proposed or those actually
adopted in various forms by different departments within the Department of
Defense (DoD). For example, some might point to the Manufacturing Tech-
nology Program (ManTech), the Industrial Modernization Incentives Pro-
gram (IMIP). and Title Ill (of the Defense Production Act) programs as
attempts to respond to the concerns about manufacturing: recent programs
funded by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). such
as Sematech, might also be cited. The committee hopes, however, that a
careful comparison of these recommendations with such programs will re-
veal profound differences in both guiding philosophy and implementation
strategies. The committee is not suggesting another program or changes in
existing programs. though both are likely as the total change process progresses.
Moreover. simply retitling existing programs so that they correspond better
to the terminology used in this report would fall woefully short of address-
ing the problem as the commillee sees it. though "re-titling" is often em-
ployed in both defense and commercial organizations.

The members of this committee are impressed both by the magnitude of
the changes the committee believes must be made in defense manufacturing
policies and practices, and by the likely resistance to such changes. The
committee has reviewed dozens of recent reports of government agencies
and special committees. all addressing essentially the same problems and
proposing various corrective measures. (See Appendix B for summaries of
a few.) Panels of this committee have made similar observations in areas

3/
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such as defense policies, programs,. and supplier rclations. (See Appendix
A.) Most are thoughtful and persuasive, their authors well informed and
highly regarded. Yet few of the changes they propose have been adopted.
The obstacles and forces that have prevented the acceptance or successful
adoption of these earlier recommendations appear to be the same: insuffi-
cient conviction. commitment, and effort by the parties involved.

In examining the failure of these previous efforts, the committee notes
four stages at wAhich failure occurred:

• The change process did not start properly. For instance, there has
never been any strong momentum behind use of commercial products. de-
spite repeated recommendations that defense-related products include more
commercially available parts and subassemblies.

• Useful changes were made and programs initiated, but they pro-
ceeded only part way. and then stalled. Examples include inconsistent funding
of the ManTech and IMIP programs.

. The change process began, achieved limited success within one ser-
vice or agency in the DoD. but never propagated horizontally to other de-
partments whose involvement was crucial to achieving the full potential of
the change. For example, in 1985 the Navy Department established a data
base of "Best Manufacturing Practices" in the defense electronics industry.
The purpose of this program is to enhance the proficiency of Navy suppliers
by identifying excellent design. manufacturing, and management practices
and sharing these with interested companies. Although the program is suc-
cessful within the Navy. it has not spread to the other services.

. The change process achieved limited success within either DoD or a
defense contracting company, but was not able to cross the boundaries be-
tween them. For example. many defense contractors have adopted success-
ful programs in their commercial divisions for continuous reductions in
defects, inventory levels, throughput times, and new product development,
but these programs have not been transferred to divisions engaged in de-
fense manufacturing. (Rockwell's Tactical Systems Division is a rare ex-
ception.)

The committee's analysis of "failure modes" suggests possible causes
of failure and ways to avoid similar failures in the future. If a change
process is never begun, someone at the top of the organization either (a)
was not persuaded that the change was necessary and appropriate. (b) could
not spend the effort to lead the change. (c) believed that the change violated
some law, policy, or tradition that would take too long to alter, or (d)
believed that initiating such a change was more properly the responsibility
of some other senior official in the DoD.

Similarly, the committee identified several reasons a change process,
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once suiccesslull%' underwNax.. does not continue to sprea~d. [irst. it may11 not
continue to be Supported by its leaders-or even becomes subject to their
active resistance-for the reasons given above . Second. the structure of the
system and the nature of its organ izational bounidaries may make the kind of
communication and joint effort required to propagate the change di ffiCU It
Third. certain laws. re&Žulations. or even rules of conduct may be in place
that impede cooperation or make It illegal. Fi~ally. the performance mea-
surement and reward system in place may not provide adequate incentives
for some members of the systemn to participate in the c~hange process. if
sorne emerge from the chanoe relatively better off than others.

The goal of this committee. therefore, is to encourage DoD to build on
a se of pecfic hanes that are widely regarded within the defense and

political communities as desirable (see Appendix B). and to develop a change
process that, by involving all parties, will provide support.
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Defense Manufacturing
Would Be Different

If such a change process in defense manufacturing is to be undertaken,
first there must be a substantial management effort with little visible im-
provement in cost, quality, or timeliness in the short term, due to the long
cycle time for weapon development and production. However, within 3 to 5
years, significant improvements would be noted on single weapon systems.
with sharply improved quality, or cost, or timeliness.' Between 5 and 10
years, a new "steady state" for defense manufacturing would emerge and
would be characterized by significantly lower cost for most systems, much
better quality, and better adherence to shortened schedules.

This new "steady state" would provide different benefits to each par-
ticipant in the process.

The Congress would notice:

• Better management control of weapon systems, with fewer overruns,
greater performance on initial testing. and more "reasonable" behavior by
the Department of Defense (DoD) and its contractors.

"* The need for fewer laws governing defense procurement.
"* Greater access to information about the current status of weapon

systems and greater understanding of the interaction between the DoD and
the major contractors working on each system. DoD and the contractor
would seem to be doing the "right thing," including meeting estimates
and achieving sensible trade-offs among technical capability, cost, and
schedule.

34
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* New technologies would be incorporated throughout the life of a
system. as priorities, military threats, and technologies changed.

* Although there would still be disagreements over the political as-
pects of defense manufacturing and procurement (such as closing bases),
there should be a clearer understanding of the costs of politically based
decisions.

These may seem counter-intuitive. Fewer laws leading to better control
would not be the initial conclusion of most observers. However, where this
process has been imnplemented well in rfanufacturing companies, fewer "laws"
(policies and procedures) are required to achieve better pefor'mance.

DoD executives would notice:

". Less Congressional interest in single issues, "small" items.
"o Better industry response on the big questions of weapon systems

performance, cost, quality, and schedule.
. Greater real control of the procurement process with less administra-

tion, procedures, and rules. There would be less need for arbitration and
appeals because more problems would have been avoided or resolved early
by the parties immediately involved. Arguments over regulations would
decrease.

* Less disruption of schedule, specifications, or objectives in the midst
of a weapon program due to late changes.

"- More technical function, faster, at higher quality for less money.
"o Greater use of commercial items.
"* Greater interest in cost reduction and control.

While this would require a change in the skills of DoD personnel,
industrial exper;ence is encouraging. Those people involved in procure-
ment, manufacturing, and quality control of weapon systems would need to
become problem solvers, able to control a project early and make trade-offs
among costs, quality, performance, and time, which is not the rule now.
Such a shift in skill is the reason the process takes 5 to 10 years.

Industry would notice:

. Trade-offs among a weapon system's performance, schedule. quality,
and cost being made early in the system's life, or early in the life of a
modification, rather than late in the design process.

* Increasingly stable schedules, functional specifications, and working
relationships with DoD.

"° Far fewer rules. Disagreements would be handled cordially.
"o A more effective and motivated work force.
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0 Substantial two-way dIiscussionl with DOD as at customer inl order to
solve problems with the weapon systemn early. Supportive rather than adversarial
relationships amnong major subcontractors and thc customner. ( Appendix A
describes these customner-suppl ier relationships in nmore detail.)

*Consideration oflfthe full I ite-cycle cost and performance from thle
start of, a program.

While most contractors would applaud such at situation, it will be diffi -
cult for many to adapt to this manner of working because Many Contractor
engineering managers, mnanufacturing, managers. and executives are not ac-
custorned to working this way. However. this new systemn will eventually
develop managers conmpetent to achieve world-class manufacturing levels inl
both defense and commercial markets.

Getting to this new steady state is difficult. As we have described.
there is a need to:

"* Establish values.
"* Establish a vision.
"* Rethink the planning and control if the weapon systemns develop-

ment and manuflacturing process.
"* Evolve new practices and procedures.
"* Make thousands of decisions on how weapon systemns will be devel-

oped and manufactured.
. Practice the new process.

Many corporations have found (admittedly on af smaller scale) that where
this process hats been followed there is little interest in returning to the prior
way of working. Success is likely. The *'gain to pain" ratio in early days
will be unllfavorable, but will be substantially favorable after 5 years if given
sustained support.

NoTrE

1Itis (IilitiLuh io estiimale realistlicallIy the beneftits ot'a new defense acq uis it ion cull ure,
other-. have madec est j oates of cost savings frott implementing oinly relatively mininor port ions
of the df'fe n sc ntaimo fact itrinti strategy de'scribedt i ithitis report. [For instance. according ito the
('ongressionl attudge Oc ffice. alternative proc tirement ptlan s with higher production rates for
the I9- 1)2period would increase production rates 19) to 127 percent. The higher produc-
ton rate% wouldl reduce uitni costs of se Icciedl weapons f'ront 2 percent io more than 20) percent.

thus eventually. lowering overall program cotsts. See, Congressional Budget OlTice. 1997.
cIs'it Vt v4 a iopi 't P/ot li~t 'liellf .5t lii'(h Offf'% on Cor an ld Si hedili (ii Washtingtonl ..

(hivernotent primtiing Office. According lto the Inst ituLte for tDefeitse Aital ysis. cycle time can
he reduced 40)-60 perceiti by using contcuarrentt enig ineeri ng techniques and mtanu factu r ing costs
can drop 301-401 pe rcent byv hiaving mul tt ifuncttion al learns inttegrate ptrodctit antd process des:igns.
See. Inst itute for D e Ce us Attal ysis. I1988. The Role ol Co ncurrenit Engi~neerin i: in Rieaol i
Svshi'rs ,II quisitiion. Wasltirg-lor. tDC: teccembier. p. vi-
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Implementing a New Defense
Manufacturing Strategy:

An Illustrative Model

Changing the Department ot Defense's (DaD's) approach to acquisition
of manufactured goods will require substantial effort at all levels of the
hierarchy within defense production and acquisition organizations, includ-

ing the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the military services, the contractor
and supplier base. and the Congress. Although the specific mechanisms for
etfective cooperation among these major constituencies are impossible to
define and will evolve over time. the committee offers the following model
to illustrate in specific terms how such cooperation in an effective change
process might occur. The model includes four major phases of effort. The
effort should be managed from the Office of the Secretary of Defense, with
the Deputy Secretary serving as Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and the
Under Secretary for Acquisition serving as Chief Operating Officer (COO).

CREATE A VISION OF MANUFACTURING

A widely' s/ured view (vision) of how defense procurement should be
conducted several years from now must be developed. To be effective, the
view must be shared by Congress. the White House, the Department of
Defense. and defense contractors. No such common view exists now.

To create such a shared view (vision). a senior group of officials includ-
ing the Secretary of Defense. the Deputy Secretary of Defense. Chairman of
the Joints Chiefs of Staff, the Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition.
the military service secretaries, the Chairmen of the House and Senate Armed
Services Committees. the Director of thc Office of Management and Budget
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(OMB), and a few CEOs from industry-both defense contractors and lead-
ers of firms with successful change processes-must achieve consensus on
the following:

# What improvement in cost, quality, time, and technical performance
over the next decade should a new manufacturing strategy achieve? Appro-
priate goals might be 30 percent lower cost, 30 percent shorter lead time,
and an 80 percent reduction of defects without sacrificing technical progress.

* What philosophy should guide trade offs among cost, quality, time,
technical performance, and social goals (such as Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity, small business participation, or control of waste, fraud and abuse) so
that each of these is not treated separately but is treated simultaneously at
each stage of procurement and manufacturing?

• What philosophy of control is needed so that the Congress and the
DoD can determine that procurements are effective and efficient? For in-
stance, in many cases the current accounting system makes "real" control
more difficult and less effective than control in non-defense commercial
work.

. What should be the appropriate rate and sequence of change sought
in the myriad of procedures, procurement policies, technical specifications,
and practices that currently exist?

. What personnel policies are appropriate for the people required to
make the transition from an old system to a new system, where some may
become redundant or technically obsolete?

• What is the appropriate balance of time and energy for the senior
management to devote to the demands of the existing system and the need
to change to a new system? How can the staffs involved do the work while
the principals retain their conviction and understanding of the implications
of change?

. What performance review and promotion policies will permit uni-
formed officers to participate in the change process without jeopardizing
their careers? Their participation is essential if the new system is to operate
well later in the decade.

* What early wins will have the greatest impact in terms of reinforcing
conviction and communication? Modest gains can be made quickly, since
many units already are trying to improve and have programs under way.
Bolstering these units will yield small but significant results.

CREATE A WORKING CADRE

A working cadre should be formed to address the operational details of
achieving the vision. For a task of this magnitude, the working cadre will
probably consist of 200 to 300 uniformed officers and civilians.
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* The cadre will work for 5 to 10 years helping to lead the change.
Tours of duty will range between 2 and 4 years for individuals.

* A majority of the cadre should be analytically skilled. Skills repre-
sented on the working cadre should include:

- program managers from the military services and contractors,
- line officers:
- finance and contract administrators;
- engineers and manufacturing experts:
- personnel and civil service experts:

• Individuals likely to be leaders of their organizations in 5 to 10 years
should be selected.

* Current or former staff members of Congress from both parties who
have recognized competence and understanding of both the political process
and the weapon systems development and production process should be
included.

* A dozen or more facilitators will be required, all experts at change
processes.

"* Substantial training of the cadre is essential.
- Three months of full-time training in organizational change using

facilitators and experts will be necessary.
SSeveral days should be spent with the vision team during this

period to understand their interest, commitment, and objectives.
"* Training should include practice in organizational analysis, review

of all prior reports recommending change in procurement and manufactur-
ing, and explanation of those reports by the authors.

. In addition to studying management of successful corporate training
programs, cadre members should attend management and manufacturing
training courses, such as the Motorola Manufacturing Institute and other
corporate training programs. to understand the education process and the
kinds of expertise that the new culture demands.

SELECT A CHANGE STRATEGY

Change in military organizations and military-like organizations gener-
ally has been top-down, implemented by directives, with mechanisms to
ensure compliance.

Changes in manufacturing during the past decade, driven by Japanese
experience, have been quite different from this model. More recently, se-
nior personnel have been more deeply involved in determining what needs
to change and helping lower levels understand and accomplish change. This
approach has worked effectively both for small organizations and for com-
plex organizations with powerful subunits and demanding external forces-
such as those found in defense manufacturing.
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The choices facing both the vision team and the working cadre include:

. Should the change be introduced broadly across all of DoD or more

narrowly?
. Should significant change be undertaken first in those organizations

that are "change ready" or in those organizations that need it most urgently
but that may resist strongly'?

* Should change be undertaken where it is easiest, or most significant.
or most disruptive in order to break the old system'?

. Should change be attempted only for new rather than existing weapon

systems. on large systems rather than small, or on systems that have a

simpler customer/supplier relationship?
• Should change be undertaken where it can be accomplished by DoD

directive alone, or is it more useful to address problems that will require

Congress, OMB, contractors, and DoD to arrive at a new method of opera-

tion?
. Can the mechanisms chosen to implement the change process ac-

commodate the existing promotion system or must amendment or exception

be taken for those officers in the promotion zones that are assigned to this
initiative?

Early in the process, the vision team and the working cadre need to
answer these questions. defining the approach or strategy for change.

COMMUNICATING THE INITIATIVE

Communicating the vision and the commitment of senior executives
and managers will be difficult. Listeners within DoD and industry will be
cynical: they will be unlikely to believe that this is a serious effort or that it
will last beyond a few months or a few incumbents. "Real" cominunicat~on

will take place through actual change, but that will not happen quickly, so

major communication programs in the beginning can lead to more cynicism

rather than build conviction. A strong message of senior-level commitment
would include:

. Direct involvement of the Secretary, Deputy Secretary, and Under

Secretary of Defense for Acquisition. They must spend time, participate.
and demonstrate commitment to change.

• A clear statement that change of this magnitude is required to free

dollars for adequate procurement of weapon systems.
0 Selection of a team including some of the most promising officers in

the armed forces.
* Congressional support of change.
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• A team of contractors working with engineering specialists from DoD
would have clarified inspection and testing standards, modified those stan-

dards which could be converted to commercial standards, and would be
examining how complex military standards might be simplified.

. There would be a belief among the top 10.000 people that the pro-

cess was going to continue even though some of th~e senior officials chaniged.
There would be reasonable understanding among half of those about how

change would occur during the succeeding several years.
. However, the normal conflicts between Congress, the White House.

and DoD would still exist and would be far from resolved.

This partial picture may convey or imply some of the activity that
would take place during the early stages of the change process. The Secre-

tary, the Deputy Secretary, and Congressional leaders would have spent
more time on this change process during those early stages than they would
have predicted. However, the potential gains in quality, cost, and respon-

siveness would be clear by that time to those individuals and there would be
substantial commitment to achieve greater progress.
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Review of Study Panels

At the outset of the study, the committee established four study panels,
each responsible for a specific aspect of defense manufacturing: national
manufacturing perspective. policy, program initiatives, and the supplier base.
The panels worked through the summer and fall of 1990, and delivered their
reports to the full committee by January 1991. Because the panels identi-
fied many of the same problems that have plagued defense production and
acquisition for decades and have been addressed by many prior studies,
their reports served to convince the committee that radical change in de-
fense manufacturing is required, as described in the body of this report.

The panel memberships and overviews of their deliberations are de-
scribed below,

PANEL ON NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

JACQUES S. GANSLER (Chairman), Senior Vice President and Director,
TASC, Arlington, Virginia

RAY MARSHALL. Professor of Economics and Public Affairs. University
of Texas, Austin

WILLIAM C. MOORE, Director of Operations, Readiness and
Mobilization (retired), U.S. Department of the Army. McLean,
Virginia

BRIAN H. ROWE, Senior Vice President and Group Executive. Aircraft
Engine Business Group. General Electric Company. Cincinnati, Ohio

ALAN WILLIAM WOLFF. Partner, Dewey. Ballantine, Bushby, Palmer &
Wood. Washington, D.C.
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In its report to the committee, the panel defined its view of the likely
environment for defense manufacturing, based on both military and eco-
nomic security trends. For instance, the panel noted:

• Reduction in the tensions between the United States and the Com-
monwealth of Independent States and significant reductions in arms on both
sides will result in a shrinking U.S. defense industry.

* A likelihood of increasing instabilities and dangers around the world,
yet great unpredictability in the types of military missions that will be
required of the United States.

. Growing importance of technology as the key to national power-
both military and economic-with full recognition of the great advances
likely in Europe and Japan (which will, in many cases, be further advanced
than those of the United States).

0 Growing economic and financial power of Europe and Japan-with
corresponding implications for U.S. economic security.

* Growing foreign dependency (and increasing vulnerability) of mili-
tary weapon systems due to manufacture of critical components offshore.

. Foreign governments increasing their support of "dual use" tech-
nologies.

* Growing confluence of critical technologies for both military and
civilian applications, e.g., electronics, software, manufacturing equipment,
supercomputers, new materials, etc.-with civilian applications often more
advanced.

* Increasing trend toward further separation of defense and civilian
sectors of the U.S. economy as a result of government procurement prac-
tices. (The defense business is moving contrary to the development neces-
sary to enhance U. S. international competitiveness needs.)

. Continuation of the historical trends of increasing weapon system
performance, unit costs, and operation and support costs.

. A great shortening of new product development times in the com-
mercial sector, yet an increased tendency for defense systems to take longer
in development, be produced more slowly, and be kept in the inventory for
longer periods (due to the reduced funding for new procurement).

• Rapidly expanding worldwide markets in the fields of telecommuni-
cations, computer work stations, new structural materials, etc.

. Growing U.S. national concern with the issue of "economic security"
as a complement to that of "military security".

Based on this assessment of the future environment for defense manu-
facturing, the panel called for the development of an integrated defense
manufacturing strategy that would simultaneously address warfighting re-
quirements, weapon acquisition requirements, inaustrial base requirements,
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and national economic requirements. Elements of specific policy changes
in these areas were addressed by the other three panels.

PANEL ON POLICY

ROBERT CATTOI (Chairman). Senior Vice President. Research and
Engineering, Rockwell International, Dallas, Texas

FRED H. DIETRICH. President, Dietrich Research Incorporated.
Sarasota. Florida

JOSEPH MARTINO. Senior Research Scientist. Research Institute of the
University of Dayton. Ohio

DONALD E. PROCKNOW, Vice Chairman (retired). AT&T
Technologies, Inc., Saddle River, New Jersey

VINCENT PURITANO, Vice President, Corporate Operations. Unisys
Corporation. Blue Bell, Pennsylvania

The Panel on Policy identified and discussed 10 specific DoD manufac-
turing policies and areas in which these policies have an impact. To illus-
trate this relationship, these policies and problem areas were assembled into
a matrix (see page 48). The matrix conveys the panel's sense of the impor-
tance of specific policy areas to a variety of defense manufacturing goals.
and therefore provides a summary of the issues discussed by the panel.

PANEL ON PROGRAM INITIATIVES

GEORGE P. PETERSON (Chairman). President, George Peterson
Resources, Inc., Miamisburg, Ohio

ROBERT H4, HAYES, William Barclay Harding Professor of Management
of Technology. Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard
University, Boston. Massachusetts

GEORGE R. JASNY. Vice President. Technical Operations (retired),
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.. Oak Ridge. Tennessee

BARRY C. JOHNSON, Manager. Business Development. E.I. du Pont de
Nemours and Co.. Wilmington. Delaware

GEORGE H. KUPER. President, Industrial Technology Institute. Ann
Arbor, Michigan

HOWARD D. SAMUEL, President, Industrial Union Department tAFL-
CIO), Washington, D.C.

TIMOTHY L. STONE. Director of Corporate Intelligence, Motorola. Inc..
Schaumburg, Illinois

The panel studied current DoD programs related to manufacturing and
acquisition, including the Manufacturing Technology Program (ManTech),
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* _ Very Important
* - Potentially Very Important

* - Minor Importance
+ - Problem only if military specifications

and standards applied to technology base

Issues Causing Problems:

A. Proprietary Rights and Data Rights
B. DoD Directives and Procurement Regulations
C. Military Specifications and Standards
D. DoD and IRS Policies regarding education expenses
E. Tax and Depreciation Policies
F. Research and Development, Manufacturing Resource Management Policies
G. Congressional Authorization, Appropriation, Accounting, and Budget

Process
H. Foreign Ownership
I. Accounting and Auditing Policies

Where Problems Appear:

I. Technology Base 7. Surge Response
2. Procurement Efficiency 8. National Skill Base
3. Cost 9. Competitiveness
4. Quality 10. Technology Transfer
5. Time to Market II. DoD Mission
6. Defense Business Attractiveness
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.he Indulstial iMvoderni/ation Incentives Prograin 1IMIP). and Tille IllI (of
the Det'ense Production Act). as well as relevant initiatives ol the D~efense
Ad\ anced Research P~rojects Aoencyý 1)ARPA. The panel f'ound that these
S\ ist ing programs. dto not focus, sutfiC rent atten~tion Onl areCas such Js lower

tier suppliers. quality improvement. mninimii/ingo Iifc-cv.cle cots,, and mak -
iiwzl mlaXimum11 use: of commercial components. The panel noted that a Po-
tentially effe~ctive approach to addressing problem, in thle defense nianlufac-
turino base through programmnatic initiatives might be to focus, onl three
oh Ject i ve. each wvith different time Iiorj/ons:

1. C~onfinuous impt-ovement-Ob~ectives such as workforce ,kills iim-
provenrent. total Liuality mlanaigenient. and improved cycle times x% ould he
appropriate I'r program initiatives in this area.

1. Technology' deployment-Medium-termn programs shoulId iocus onl
improving the state of' technology used by second- and third-tier Sulhcon-
trac tors.

3. System improvernent-Includes efforts to strengthen the entire value
c hain in anl indlustr-N. to build industrial networks of firms, with specialized
skills linked together For a more effective systemi to develop thle informna-
tion manlagemlent syStems neceded to allow such networks. and to build the
mainagernent capabilities needed to take maximum advantage of' a total in-
dustrial system.

PANEL ON SUPPLIERS

BRIAN E. BOYER (Chairman). Vice President and Deputy Departmenclt
Mianaer. Business Management, Northrop Aircraf't Division,
H awthorne. California

WALLACE' P. BURAN, National Director of Manufacturing Strateuly
Services. lDcloitte & Touche. Atlanta, Georgia

JAMES F. LARONER, Vice President (retired). Deere & Company.
Davenport. Iowa

DEAN M, RUWE. President and Chief Operating Office r. Copeland
Corporation. Sidney. Ohio

ROGER W. SCI-IMENNER. Professor, Indiana University School of'
B usi ness. Inid ianapol is. Indiana

JOl-N M... STEWART. [Director. McKinsey & Company. Inc.. Newk York.
New York

This panel addressed the evolving. relationships between customers, and
suLppliers, in both commercial and defense manual~cturineO. Bv f`ocusile Onl
thle ideal customier/supplier relationship, the panel described a template fon
changye that could yield benef'its at many points throughout thle (lelense
.supplier chain.I
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WORLD-CLASS CUSTOMERS2

World-class customers are characterized by the following qualities or
behaviors:

o Intimate relationships with suppliers. World-class customers use suppliers
as extensions of themselves.

. Meaningful dialogue. World-class customers enter into continual
and meaningful dialogue with their suppliers (1) to help define customer
needs, (2) to provide suppliers with feedback and assistance with such key
criteria as quality, product performance, delivery cost, and technolugy, and
(3) to provide suppliers with forecasts and updates.

- Lessened variability and increased realism. World-class customers
have a clear desire to lessen the variability faced by their suppliers, includ-
ing variability of all types: quantities demanded, product mix required,
product specification changes, capacity needs, tooling and other processing
requirements, and process planning.

• Product and process development. World-class customers use the
design capabilities of their suppliers both to improve their own products
and to shorten their own product development lead times.

0 Responsiveness. World-class customers are sensitive to the impact
of time on their abilities to compete, including the time to market for new
products, the time to manufacture existing products, and the time to satisfy
customer orders.

• Benchmarking. World-class customers benchmark their competitors
and the competitors of their suppliers.

* Continuous improvement. World-class customers seek improvement
continuously, and in diverse ways, both for themselves and their suppliers.

# Strategy and vision. World-class customers have clear visions and
strategies concerning their products and processes, and they work dili-
gently to communicate those visions and strategies to their workforces and
suppliers.

WORLD-CLASS SUPPLIERS

The world-class supplier has attributes that compliment those of the
world-class customer, such as:

• Stable relationships. A world-class supplier is eager to enter into
long-term relationships with customers, and for the benefits of such long-
term relationships, it is willing to share enterprise data with its customers,
assuring them of fair value.

* Meaningful dialogue. World-class suppliers are in continual, mean-
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ingful. and proactive dialogue with their customers about product require-
nmerits.

• Stability of perltinmance. World-class suppliers deliver what has
been promised, when it has been promised, neither too early nor too late.

1iod for reasonable value.
. Product and protess development. The world-class supplier ufttcrs

product and process development cycles that are short, and w orks hard to
shorten those product and process development cycles to provide its cus-
tomers with that added advantage.

. Responsiveness. The world-class supplier is sensitive to the impact
of time on its customer's ability to compete.

SBenchnmarking. The world-class supplier keeps track of prevailing
and prospective technologies for its products and processes.

• Continuous improvemzent. World-class suppliers seek improvement
continuously, in diverse ways, and from all quarters of the business.

• Strategy and vision. World-class suppliers have clear visions and
strategies concerning their products and processes. and they work diligently
to communicate those visions and strategies to their workforces. suppliers.

and customers.
. Its own supplier base. The world-class supplier treats its own supply

base the way that world-class customers treat it.

Based on its description of world-class suppliers and customers, the
panel identified a number of factors that impede the development of world-
class customer-supplier relationships in defense acquisition. These include
program instability, over-specification, inflexible regulation enforcement,
and lengthy product development and procurement cycle times. Neverthe-
less, the panel argued that defense customers and suppliers can become
world class, given effective communication and willingness to change on
both sides.

NOTES

I. According to the Department of Defense, 60 percent of the manufacturing, cosis to

manufacture weapon systems are for components and subassemblies purchased from subcon-
tractors, Department of Defense, Report to Contgress on the Development (f'a NNational Pv-

te' %', afnu(ft •tUi lec( hnology Pltn. March 1 )92, p, 12.

2. The pnel ,'define ".v' J .:. -'-s as those that are as any in the world
and better than most A variety of leading companies has shown us 110% the customer/supplier
relationship can indeed become world class.
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A Review of Selected Reports on
Defense Acquisition and Management

SUMMARIES OF PAST REPORTS

The Weapons Acquisition Process: An Economic Analysis. 1962.
Merton J. Peck and Frederick M. Scherer. Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press. 736 pages.

This volume was the result of a three-year research project at Harvard
Business School to investigate the development of advanced weapons. It
was based upon comprehensive historical case studies of 12 weapon system
programs and seven L-ommercial product development programs and upon
more limited investigations of several specific research questions. In Part 1,
the book addresses the consequences of the unusual buyer-seller relation-
ship in the nonmarket environment of the weapon acquisition process. A
major conclusion is that, due to the great technical and strategic uncertain-
ties in the weapons industry, the high expenditures in individual programs,
and the difficulty of accurately predicting cost, development time, and end-
product quality, the government commonly participates in managerial func-
tions in the weapons industry that are performed exclusively by sellers in
the rest of the manufacturing sector.

Part II examines the structure and dynamics of the weapons industry
from both the buyer and seller sides. Thousands of firms, both large and
small, serve as defense contractors, with the largest prime contractors show-
ing a fairly high concentration of defense business at any one moment.
However, turnover among the leading firms appeared considerably higher
than in other sectors of the U.S. economy due to the more rapid rate of
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technical change in kcaponry at that lime. A,\lthough an analysis of entry
and exit trends over two decades (1940-1960I indicated that the incentives
for participation in the national defense were adequate. there %aas a critical
scarcity of engineers, scientists, and project managers.

Part Ill. on the execution of weapon programs, explored the nature of
\,kcapoll s\stem innovation and choice. Summaries of 12 weapon systeml
programs showed that nex program ideas generally were inspired by sig-
nificant advances in conceptual and component technology. To the extent
that basic and applied research continue to supply these advances, the cru-
cial problems of weapon system choice involve selection of those programs
that will afford ihe highest surplus of military value over acquisition cost.
and achieve optimal tradeoffs among speed of development, cost of devel-
opment. and end-product quality. A weapon system choice model demon-
strates that only tho,,e programs that afford a very large surplus of value

over cost should be conducted in the minimum possible time because reduc-
ing development time in an efficiently conducted progrart increases cost.
Choices are made much more difficult by the uncertainties pervading pro-

gram decisions. To some extent, however, the uncertainty problem is rniti-

gated by the tendency for uncertainty to decline as expenditure rates, in-
crc,•se. Thus. lack of urgency has been the most significant cause of development
program delay s. Program cost increases were found to be caused by techni-
cal uncertainties, unrealistic planning. and lack of urgency.

The book also points out the propensity for uneconomical qualitative
features to be built into U.S. weapons and for weapon development pro-

grams to be overstaffed with technical personnel, leading to waste of na-
tional defense resources. Analysis suggested that the U.S. w.eapons industry
had a superior record of efficienct in terms of process improvement, a
slightly inferior record in wage and salary bargaining, and a slightly inferior

record of overhead control and manpower productivity compared to U.S.
industry generally. It also was found that additional contractor investment
in basic and applied research. component development, and long lead lime
production items would benefit the weapon acquisition process.

The volume provides only one specific public policy proposal: the
development of a top flight data gathering and analysis organization within
the Office of the Secretary of Dcfense to provide the basis for improved
program decisions. More generally, the volume concludes, that there are no
simple organizational and administrative solutions to the problems of' ad-
vanced weapon systems, acquisition. Neither standard business practices
nor the pattern of decentrali/ation used successfully in basic research are
appropriate for weapons development. A system of buyer-seller relation-
ships is needed to moderate the insecurity of defense firms who arc focused
on performing ,ell in current programns rather than enhancing the probabil-
ity of surviving future technical competitions.
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Defense Resource Management Study: A Final Report. 1979.
(D. B. Rice, Chairman). Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government
Printing Office

The Defense Resource Management Study (DRMS) was commissioned
by the Secretary of Defense in November 1977 in response to the President's
request for alternative reforms in organization, management, and decision
processes in the Department of Defense (DoD). The DRMS focused on five
topics within the broad area of resource management:

I. Resource allocation decision process (Planning. Programming, and
Budgeting System)

2. Weapon system acquisition process
3. Logistics support of combat forces
4. Career mix of enlisted military personnel
5, Military health care system

The authors of this report recommend an array of "new" ideas and

processes that they believe to be conceptually sound, relevant to real prob-
lems, and in principle, implementable. The focus of the review is the

Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS), which encompasses
the full range of activities that support DoD decision making on the alloca-
tion of defense resources. The DRMS proposals for change to the PPBS

include:

• combination of the traditionally sequential program and budget re-
views into a single annual review,

. establishment of a Defense Resources Board (DRB) to manage com-

bined program/budget review.
. use of the time in the annual cycle freed by combining the program

and budget reviews to focus additional attention on strategic and resource
planning, including resolution of selected major issues prior to the program/
budget review,

• greater integration of the internal PPBS and the Presidential resource
allocation process, enhancing the DoD's capability to suppor: Presidential

decision making,
0 closer relationship of the program/budget process to the acquisition

process.

The centerpiece of the DRMS proposals is a conscious "destructuring"

of the current planning, programming. and budgeting cycle through the
creation of a planning window, extending from January to May, and a com-
bined program/budget review extending from August to December. These
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The DoD budgets have incorporated certain Carlucci initiatives in procure-
ment of individual weapon systems. The Congress has already considered
many of these proposals. For example. the Congress approved 21 multiyear
programs for which DoD claims savings of $3.4 billion. See Office of
Technology Assessment's Holding the Edge: Maintaining the Defense Technology
Base, Volume 2, page 20.

Proposal for a Uniform Federal Procurement System. 1982.
Office of Management and Budget, Office of Federal Procurement Policy.
Washington, D.C.

The proposal for a uniform Federal Procurement System responded to
Public Law 96-83 and is a compendium of the proposals for procurement
system, management system, and legislative reform developed in response
to that law. The effort was intended to put federal procurement on a more
systematic, professional, and business-like basis to achieve substantial sav-
ings. The features of the proposed federal procurement system are inte-
grated by a common objective-to satisfy agency mission needs effectively.
Principal system features are:

9 a streamlined management structure with clear lines of authority,
responsibility, and accountability,

. decentralized agency procurement operations that are responsive, ef-
ficient, and free of cumbersome rules and regulations,

* a professional workforce with latitude for initiative and business judge-
ment,

. understandable and measurable standards for management and op-
erational performance,

"* a control system that identifies problems early.
"• organized feedback of information on system performance, and
"* a means for adjustment of the individual components of the system.

Under the proposal, the procurement system would be simplified and
made more responsive. The planned system called for agencies to plan
procurement in sufficient time to analyze the market and attract competi-
tion. The professionalism of procurement personnel was to be enhanced.
Since the availability of funds is essential to every procurement action, and
legislative changes were suggested to make appropriations more timely, the
proposal suggested increased flexibility in use of appropriated funds and
expanded use of multiyear contracts. The proposal also recommended ear-
lier advance procurement planning, since there was no government-wide
requirement for long-range procurement planning.

The report describes a framework for management, evaluation, and modi-
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cial management, procurement practices, management of real property. and
management of research and development programs. (See. Anal 'sis oJ the
Grace Commission's MaJor Proposals frr Cost Control: A Joint Study vb
the Congressional Budget Office and the General Accounting Ofice. Wash-
ington. D.C.: Government Printing Office, February 1984.)

Cost savings were identified in diverse government operations such as
federal income tax collection and administration, federal work force pro-
ductivity, Social Security administration, and increased reliance on the pri-
vate sector for support services (especially for the DoD and the Veterans
Administration). The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and the General
Accounting Office (GAO) reviewed 112 different recommendations made
by 12 separate PPSSCC task forces and in management office reports. all of
which pertained to national security. The Grace Commission estimated that
net savings in the national security area over a three-year period, after
allowing for duplications and overlaps, would be $94 billion. However, the
majority of the defense recommendations did not permit cost estimates be-
cause they lacked sufficient programmatic detail or because the nature of
the recommendations did not lend themselves to savings estimation.

The GAO categorized the DoD recommendations into four areas: ( pro-
curement of weapon systems. (2) management of bases and base activities.
(3) management of research and development programs: and (4) financial
management. For example, the PPSSCC recommended that the DoD in-
crease the use of common parts and standards in weapon systems. and
establish a timetable for the consolidation of depot-level maintenance func-
tions. The commission also recommended that the DoD take three steps to
improve financing procedures for defense contracts:

I. review contract pricing. profit, and financing policies and simplify
the entire process;

2. establish an integrated database management system for acquisition
policy analysis, using the latest technology and tools: and

3. reduce cash progress payment rates on fixed-price contracts to Feb-
ruary 1981 levels and establish the required contractor investment in work-
in-process capital at 15 percent, rather than the then-current levels.

In addition. the commission recommended that the DoD increase the
production rates for the individual weapons purchased each year and arne-
liorate the problems associated with altering planned purchases from year to
year. The purpose of these proposals was to sustain highly cost-effective
production levels for weapon systems. Specifically. the commission pro-
posed that the DoD:

. Ensure that the proposed rate of weapons production is affordable
before production begins. The weapons in production at any one time
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decrease in annual production rates. Althiouý i, significant perfilmance gains
had been achieved as new weapons were acquired, these gains had come
with a significant increase in procurement cost as measured by total pro-
gram unit cost.

The study examined 109 Air Force programs in five categories, only
four of which had the necessary data to be analyzed statistically. The study
team developed recommendations for improvement of the PPBS process
and the acquisition process to alleviate the problems caused by funding
instability and subsequent cost growth and schedule stretchout.

PPBS:

. A planning organization at the top level of the Air Force should
develop 15-year investment plans that reflect realistic fiscal constraints.
These plans would become the basis for Program Objective Memoranda
(POM) and Air Force Systems Acquisition Review Council (AFSARC) de-
cisions.

• All organizations involved with the programming process should re-
double efforts to stabilize the budget, schedule, and technical baseline of
high-priority programs, and limit new starts and cancel or defer programs
that caniot fit into investment plans.

Acquisition:

. More emphasis should be placed on pre-full-scale development (pre-
FSD) to include the proper balance of resources. Before entering FSD,
program alternatives should be explored more fully and a well-defined baseline
for cost. schedule, and technical performance should be established that
reflects a total Air Force commitment.

• The approval to start FSD should be recognized as, or at least treated
with the seriousness of. a commitment to production: plans, funds, and
acquisition strategies should be developed to reflect this commitment.

. Continued emphasis should be placed on improving Program Man-
agement Tools. This includes timely implementation of the Defense Acqui-
sition Improvement Program initiatives, development of enhanced cost man-
agement tools to ensure that program cost estimates incorporate most likely
costs, and development of a comprehensive and realistic program baseline
before proceeding into FSD.

The study established that program instability (large unplanned changes
in program funding and/or schedule) is the major cause of cost and schedule
growth.
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"* Reduction of acquisition personnel
"* Simplify and resolve all conflicts in existing procurement legislation

(one regulatory package)
"* Strengthen acquisition personnel systems-political appointees, ci-

vilian professionals, procurement personnel.
"* Establish Joint Resources Management Board
"* Greater use of commercial components and systems
"* Greater use of prototypes (including costs)
"* Increased role of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

(DARPA), especially with regard to prototyping
"* Greater use of Operation. Test & Evaluation (OT&E)
"* Commercial-style competition (with emphasis on quality and proven

sources)
"* Institutionalize "baselining"
"* Increased use of multiyear procurement
"* Revise data rights (correct laws and DoD abuses)
" Strengthen industrial responsiveness (including funding)

Government and Industry Accountability:

. Strengthen civil and criminal laws (especially Civil False Claims Act
and administration action on false claims)

. Establish self-governing codes of ethics for industry (especially re-
garding enforcement)

* DoD should remove barriers to contractor self-governance (e.g., sub-
poenas of internal audits)

• The Under Secretary for Acquisition should have responsibility for
overall audit policy

. Remove abuses of suspension and disbarment (establish a consistent
DoD policy; Federal Acquisition Register amendment)

Bolstering Defense Industrial Competitiveness. 1988.
Report to the Secretary of Defense by the Under Secretary of Defense
for Acquisition. Washington, D.C.: U.S Department of Defense.

This report identifies six strategic initiatives to address the fundamental
causes of U. S. indus,-ial competitiveness problems:

"* forging the right relations with industry-
"• improving the acquisition system:
"* establishing strategic defense industrial plans that support U.S. stra-

tegic military plans:
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. dexeloping manufacturing capabilities concurrent with the de'elop-
mnent of weapon systems:

. laying the foundation for the technical skill base required for the
defense needs of the future: and

. ensuring that industrial base issues important to U.S. defense benefit
from a full spectrum of potential policy remedies when appropriate.

Addressing the first strategic initiative, the report concludes that the
DoD's ability to meet the materiel needs related to U.S. security objectives
is dependent on the private sector and is being impeded by an exaggerated
adversarial relationship. Lack of trust on both sides creates an environment
in which significant improvements are increasingly difficult. Regardless of
the source of distrust, there is a powerful need to build a cooperative rela-
tionship between the DoD and industry that will lower barriers to improve-
ments. enable more effective policy development and implementation, and
contribute to the national goal of a strong industrial base.

The report suggests creation of a mechanism to enable senior industry
managers to participate in the analysis of priority issues and alternative
solutions, which would contribute to better understanding and consistency
of etfort. The report recommends establishment of two bodies, a Manufac-
turing Advisory Council and a Defense Manufacturing Board (DMB), to
fij•iJon in :nimar ways, but in ditferent environment,:. The Manufacturing
Advisory Council would focus on public policy issues and national eco-
nomic issues relating to manufacturing, and would provide the DoD with
essential input regarding civilian issues. programs. and policy options in
these areas. The Council would be assembled by the National Academy of
Sciences, as an objective third party between DoD and industry.

The Defense Manufacturing Board was established within DoD as a
permanent entity to provide visibility to manufacturing and industrial base
issues. The DMB was modeled after the Defense Science Board. Both
advisory bodies played a major role in facilitating several other recommen-
dations. such as advising the office of the Production Base Advocate on
issues such as factory m,, icrnization investments, how to integrate commer-
cial and military production. and how to achieve greater stability in major
acquisition programs. (The DMB was disbanded in 1990.)

Report Outlining U.S. Government Policy Options Affecting Defense Trade
and the U.S. Industrial Base. November 1988.
The Defense Policy Advisory Committee on Trade

This report of the Defense Policy Advisory Committee on Trade ad-
dresses the need for more coherent, long-term policy related to defense
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trade and the defense industrial base and more cooperative industry/govern-
ment relations, and suggests an outline for such a policy. Recommenda-
tions contained in the report fall under the following categories:

Enhancing Participation in Global Markets

" Increasing Government Support for Trade and Cooperation
- Executive Branch Organization to Support Trade and Cooperation
- Legislation to Enhance Trade and Cooperation
- Technology Transfer Reforms
- Financing Defense Exports

-- Middle East Arms Sales
- Congressional Notification of Arms Transfers

" Improving the International Environment for Trade Cooperation
- Effect of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations on Defense
- Implications of a Unified Europe on U.S. Defense Industry
- U.S./Japanese Defense Trade and Cooperation
- Coping with Escalating Offset Demands

Strengthening U.S. Defense Industrial Base

"• Kesponding to Globalization of the Defense Industry
- Foreign Ownership of Defense-Related Firms
- Implications of Foreign Sourcing

"• Preserving U.S. Technology Leadership
- Government Support of R&D
- Effective Use of Competition to Encourage Innovation
- Protection of Private Data Rights
- Effective Communication of Future Requirements
- Increased Use of Commercial Practices and Items
- Education, Training, and Recruitment

"• Ability to Modernize and Attract Capital Investment
- Effective Government-Industry Cooperation
- Status of the U.S. Semiconductor Industry

Picking Up the Pace: The Commercial Challenge to American Innovation.
1988. Council on Competitiveness. Washington, D.C.

This report examines U.S. technological capability, particularly the ability
of the United States to maintain its overall world leadership in science and
technology development, and in the commercialization of that technology.
The report argues that effective development and deployment of technology



are critical to America's ahility it compete in s -orld market,,. that Ictchno-
log!ical innovtaion is closely linked to ,Nstenmatic. inCreiliCl~tal illiprove-
Menims that are driven b1 market needs, and that a variely of \ sarning 1als

point to problems in the abiliit of the I nited States to commercialize tech-
nology rapidly. Industries cited as examples of deterioration in U.S. high-
technology capabilities include consumer electronics, and semiconductors.
Recommendations regarding steps the federal government should take in-
clude:

. Inmprovement of the macroeconlomic environment that affects the pri-
vate sector's ability to develop and apply technology (reduce federal budget
deficit. restructure tax policy to promote savings and long-term investment).

0 Implementation specific steps at the executive and legislative lev-
els to improve the process for formation of technology policy.

. Increase investment in the education, facilities, and equipment that
constitute the nation's technology infrastructure.

• Widening of the focus of national research and developuient eflorts

and streamlining, consolidation. and closing of federal laboratories until
there is assurance that the missions and roles of the laboratories are relevant

to the needs of the nation over the next 20 years.

Lifeline in Danger: An Assessment of the United States Defense Industrial
Base. 1988. Washington, D.C.: Air F)orce Association.

This report, prepared by the Air Force Association and the U.S. Naval
Institute Military Database, identifies a number of challenges to American

industrv and its support of national defense, and suggests primary areas of
emphasis to ensure adequate industrild sUpport in the future. Thle major
issue addressed is file inabilitv of t,c United States to meet needs for de-
fense mobili/ation or a surge in production. It examines the increasing
dependence on foreign sources for high-technology military components
and points out that the impact on American jobs and businesses is an addi-
tional reason for concern. Major recommendations contained in the report
include:

• Appointment of a Presidential commission to plan dele'nse manage-
ment reform and strategic modernization.

. Assembly (hb DoD) of crucial informalion on the full extent 0of sup-
plier and subcontractor relationships and the degree of foreign dependencies
for critical weapons and components.

. Reexamination by the Presidential commission of incentives and dis-
incentives in defense production, and development of a plan for reform of
the tangled network of laws and regulations that have led to the current
condition.
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"* Avoidance of hasty legislation.
"* Adoption of a more objective DoD stance in its dealings with the

defense industry.
"* Nurture of the domestic supplier contractor base by prime contrac-

tors.
"• The federal government should conduct a major command post exer-

cise to diagnose and demonstrate the state of the defense industry.

The Defense Management Challenge: Weapons Acquisition. 1988.
J. R. Fox and J. L. Field. Boston, Mass: Harvard Business School Press.

Fox and Field address two prevailing attitudes toward the government's
role in their study of defense acquisition management. Those holding the
"liaison manager" point of view believe the government program manager
serves primarily to promote a program, prepare progress reports, negotiate
with various parties within DoD, and resolve conflicts between parties and
the contractor. Cost control is seen as the sole responsibility of the contrac-
tor and there is no need for the program manager to have excessive training
or experience with industrial management or cost control methods. Pro-
gram management is therefore a reasonable rotation for military officers
between operational assignments. The alternative view is one of an "active
manager." In this formulation, the program manager's role is one of plan-
ning, rigorous oversight, and negotiation with and control over the contrac-
tors. Fox and Field advocate the active manager view, where responsibility
for cost control is shared between government managers and the cont .tor.
By establishing and implementing incentives, both formal and informal, the
program manager has significant opportunity to reduce costs throughout the
life of the program. The existing system of staffing and training military
program managers cannot produce individuals capable of taking this role.

On the civilian side, the authors recommend reforming civil service
regulations to establish higher standards and pei.nit removal of mediocre
performers. According to Fox, absent these changes, "defense acquisition
programs will appeal primarily to those satisfied with the present low level
of responsibility."

Affording Defense. 1989.
Jacques S. Gansler. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press. 417 pages.

Chapter I I outlines seven major reforms needed to achieve cultural
change in weapon acquisition. The objectives are to achieve higher quality
weapon systems that fail less often and are easier to maintain. These weapon
systems would be far less expensive and would still have the high perfor-
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niance needed to maintain the technological leadership that is the essence of
America*s delense strategy. Another objective is more rapid fielding of
flew wCeapol.n sstemls so advanced techlology can be brought to bear in
sut'Ticient quantit% to make a difl'erence in the outcome of' a cont'lict.

Gassler advocates that these objectives be achieved through natural
(i.e.. market) incentives rather than through increased government regula-
tion. These incentives Aould be geared toward improved quality and lo%%er
cost as well as toý%ard the traditional goal of' improvcd perfornmance. To
achieve the objective. to 0 necessary conditions are outlined:

1. The government must create an en\ ironment in wk hich both gov ern-
ment employees and contractors have self-evident reasons for improving
quality and lowering costs. Such incentives include promotion, profits.
increased sales. and professional pride. Clear lines of responsibility need to
be consistent ,kith this approach (using incentives as a principle means of
motivation. For this reason the Unites States should move toward far
greater centralization of the process of making acquisition decisions by
strengthening the authority of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisi-
tion and the Vice-Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

2. In order to achieve the needed reforms. Congress must play a coop-
erative role. Although most of the changes recommended can be imple-
mented within existing legislation, the full support of Congress %,,ill be
needed and. in a few cases, new legislation will be required to alloA the
changes to take place.

The seven reforms necessary to achieve cultural change are:

I. Enhancing the quality of acquisition personnel
- create clear career paths

- retain top talent
- increase promotion opportunities
- increase salaries
- increase knowledge of technical and production functions

2. Streamlining the acquisition organization and procedures
- fewer but more qualified people making decisions
- reduce oversight within DoD to two levels
-- develop simple government procurement regulations that give

procturement personnel far greater freedom to exercise their man-

agement decisions (empowerrnent).
3. Achieving program stability

- increase cost realism in planning programs
- increase scrutiny in selecting programs
-- prove technology before production
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- minimize changes in programs as they evolve (save for next
generation)

- combine multiyear contracting and multiy )ar budgeting
4. Achieving a better balance between cost and performance in evaluat-

ing the initial requirements for a new weapon system
- constant interaction between the users and developers
- increased availability of information on production and support

costs when design tradeoffs are being made
- strong military invvlvement in the early operational testing of

systems
5. The use of advanced technology to reduce costs

- Redouble engineering effort devoted to the technology of manu-
facturing, as well as the weapon system itself

- Emphasize the attainment of high quality through improvements
in the production process

- Establish cost as a design parameter throughout a product's evolution
(-design to cost")

- Make organizational changes to ensure that non-traditional uses
of advanced technology are encouraged

6. Expanding the use of commercial products
- take advantage of high volume in the commercial sector at the

component level, subsystem level, and even the system level
rely less on military specifications, rely more on commercial
specifications, and change procurement practices

7. Incresse competition, with emphasis on quality and demonstrated
performance

- rely on market incentives where prior performance and quality
are major decision factors

- overcome hindrances such as higher up-front costs that promise
savings later

A broad strategy for the defense industry is offered involving five ma-
jor points:

1. Development of a research and development strategy geared toward
advanced materials, components, and manufacturing technology.

2. Integration of the defense economy and the civilian economy at the
plant level (with the DoD taking the necessary steps to remove the existing
barriers to integration).

3. Increase the use of continuous competition, stressing quality and
performance criteria as well as cost,

4. Consider explicitly the impacts of all the DoD's major policy, re-
source, and program decisions on industrial strategy and vice versa.
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5. Recognize the detense industrial base a1 a1 critical part of tile nation 's
overall national security capability. approaching, thle strategic and tactical
forces, ti im portance.

Holding the Edge: Mlaintsaining tlh' Iefcnxs' Teelsnolog)i flse, Volu me 1,
11. 1989. U.S. Congress Mfice oif echnl~oog) Assessmenet. Washington,
D).C.: U.S. (omerntnent Printing Office.

]*bis report focuses Onl tile nmanagement of defense techlnology base
progrms and facilities. technology tranit ion, and dual -use technologj. It

isdix ided into three sect ion,,. The fi rst addresses strategic managemle nt of'
IDoD technology base p)rgrams. ht examinesiv' the sxstem ll¾ X5 hich tile c,ýoals
of the technology base programs are idenTied as well as the methods used
to allocate resource., inl Order to reach those goals. Emnphasis is onl the role
of tWle Offie of the Secretary of Defense ( OSMi in guiding and coord atinmc
thle efforts, of the Arnls. N axx. Air [orce. and other Dot) elements. The
managetment of thie lahoratortes run by the three ser\ ices also is~ addressed.
The second section analy /es delay s in application of technolocs, in thle field.
The filial section is Concerned writh dulal-ulSe technoloc0y.

\ol time1 2 of this report contains dectailed SU~portitic" Material Onl NC-
lecicd topics, i nclurdbin the tM)o acquisition system. summaries of studies
onl acqu isition t irnies. acq Uisitiioi mti lestotnes and phase,.. thle fiber optics
indu'.tr\. the advanced composites ittdustrv. thle software induILstr1y. F.Uro PCati
research and technology, and Japanese st rategic mantagement. Iin tile ab-
sence oft recommiendations. Chapter Txx o of' the report pre'seit issues and
optiotis for Col'ngiess, includinlg:

. Reform of the D~efense Acquisition Svstein---f C'ongress is serious
about mak ing thle sy stein \ork better. it \s ill have to lace some hard choices.

*Independent Research and D)evelopmient (IR&D)~ Recovery-The Diii)
need'. to presetit a coherent positioti.

. Reformi ot the DoD Laborator) Systetn---Tle Congress shoul d re--
Iorm tilie ýsx seii itself, order Do!) to re form it accord ing to congress ionalI
gunidelines, or leave the job to lDoi.

. Reform of Strategcic Pl anitnig of Research anid Deve lopmnett Pro-
crams- ---If there are ito he strategic planning and cc~itral coordination, these
functions xx ill hadX 1e tohe a'ssiZNCnd to thle OS!). Accordingly. SI) xkill need
'._reater p(mxer to plan. coordiniate. and ou rsec technoloy base puiicaiis.

k eform of'o ( iormicnt Personneil Practices ---l'oosen ing thle rigc d cix il
'er ~c saarxstrctre . afiiidaietalste inrefrmoflaotrx an

arteuinnt. The ability to pros ide competitive com"pemnston is a m;ato Ire-
requisite for comxerting lab ioraois tW goxerniiint-oxned contractor-opel-
ated statuN.
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• Fostering Greater Coordination Between Defense and Civilian Re-
search and Development--Several steps Congress could take include: ex-
panding the availability of commercial exploitation of the vast amount of
research and development done in DoD laboratories and under DoD con-
tract, coordinating the activities of defense laboratories more closely with
other federal agency laboratories, r oving technical personnel between gov-
ernment and industry, and reforming DoD acquisition to make it easier for
DoD to do business with innovative companies.

. Dealing with International Trends in High-Technology Industry-
Congress will have to formulate policy regarding foreign ownership of U.S.
plants and foreign siting of U.S.-owne6 facilities, or encourage the adminis-
tration to do so. The solution lies between the two extremes ot buying
defense components only from U.S.-based and U.S.-owned suppliers, and
buying solely on the basis of the best business deal. Intermediary choices
include buying from U.S.-based foreign-owned companies, U.S.-owned companies
regardless of location, and nearby sources (i.e., Canada and Mexico) re-
gardless of ownership.

New Weapons, Old Politics: America's Military Procurement Muddle.
1989. Thomas L. McNaugher. Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Insti-
tute.

Although huge sums are spent on defense systems, no one likes the
process that brings weapons into existence. The problem, McNaugher ar-
gues, is that the technical needs of engineers and military planners clash
sharply with the political demands of Congress. He highlights the extent to
which strategies for developing arcane and uncertain technologies have come
to be shaped more by the needs of American politics than by the needs of
technology. The resulting acquisition process errs systematically in the way
it chooses new technologies, develops them into weapon systems, and rushes
them prematurely into the field. Worse, it operates largely beyond the
control of policymakers and politicians charged with providing for the com-
mon defense. Repeated attempts to solve these problems with acquisition
reform have not just failed, but often have made things worse. He offers
reforms that would fundamentally reorganize the way the defense sector
interacts with American business, such as:

• Extended competition. Because important parts of the design pro-
cess unfold so late in development (even in the early stages of production).
competition st-ould continue longer than it does currently. Competition
should end only after early operational models of compe:ing new designs
have been subjected to operational as well as technical testing, Extended
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competition will require the use of less detailed technical and project fi-
nancing requi-,,ments.

. Buyirtg systems. Given ihe DoDls long procurement history and

intimate knowledge of complex systL;ms, McNaugher argues thatt the re-
quirement for a new system should tocus princinally on a unit production
cost thle government finds acceptable. In financing systems, it should be
possible to estimate the cost of development permitting more frequent use
of fixed-price development contracts with minimum detail. Rather than
basing prices on cost, the goveinment should state the price it would be
w illing to pay for the final product and allow developers to base their costs

on that price.
Buving information. The government shculd spend more money

full, exploring new technologies before making commitments. The DoD's

goal should be to create a stable environment, over a reasonably long period
'sax. 5 years) during which development teams can explore and test a new
device.

Deterrence in Decay: The Future of the U.S. Defense Industrial Base.
1989. Washington, D.C.: Center for Strategic and International
14tidies.

This study represent, the final report of the Center for Strategic and
International Studies (CSIS) Defense Industrial Base Project. which was co-
chaired by Senators Jeff Bingaman and John McCain. The report analyzes
,he nature and causes of trends in the defense industrial base and argues that
the U.S. defense industrial base faces significant challenge,. These chal-
lenges include: (I\ the U.S. defense acquisition system is grossly ineffi-
cient wish the greatest cause of this inefficiency being unrealistic defense
programming and budgeting. (2) U.S. fiims arc becoming incirasingly an-
willing to do -usiness with the DoD. (3) the declining levels of investment
and profitability in defense firms, and (4) the increasing import penetration
and foreign dependence in the defense industry. The study measures the
magnitude of tie U.S. defense base problem. The report argues that present
U.S. policies toward the defense industrial base do not address these prob-
lems. Following a "'smarter not richer" strategy. the report recommends
more productive oversight of defense industries in peacetime to reduce costs.
more rational planning. programming, and budgeting in the context of U.S.
national security strategy: and selective incentives for firms in industries
that are particularly disadvantaged in globally competitive defense markets
or for industries in whidih it is especially vital to have a domestic production
base.
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Integrating Commercial and Military Technologies for National Strength:
An Agenda for Change. 1991. Report of the Steering Committee on
Security and Technology. Washington. D.C.: Center for Strategic and
International Studies.

The comm1ittec envisions a future in which the government maintain,
only a very few defense-unique sectors in the economy for technologies.
like nuclear weaponry. that are specific to defense. For most of its needs
government would cooperate with the commercial sector in research and
development and in acquisition of materials. components, and equiprment.
Investments in technology and facilities would not be divided artificially by
end user. but used synergistically to enhance both the security and eco-
nomic competitiveness of the United States.

The report identifies the DoD's inability to reach easily beyond its
captive defense industrial base as a central problem. The DoD procurement
system virtually forces a separation of the private sector into two discrete
economies: defense and non-defense. In a series of' industry case studies.
the committee found that, in most companies, defense products are de-
signed. developed, produced. and supported separately in isolated plants or
independent divisions. Many companies maintain separate engineering and
production facilities for military work. much of which duplicates billions of
dollars in capital and labor investments in the commercial sector.

This segre,,..iion of commercial and military work also is reflected in
the federal research laboratories, where there is little attempt or desire to
exploit the growing synergies between military and commercial technolo-
gies.

An integration strategy requires two types of actions: a total commit-
ment to change by the DoD-fully supported by Congress-and a specific
legislative and regulatory agenda for implementation. At the policy level
the burden rests heavily with the DoD: it must be the task of the Deputy
Secretary. the Under Secretary for Acquisition. and the service secretaries to
reallocate and redirect resources, organizations, programs, and policies to
this objective and continuously to monitor progress. The committee main-
tains that an integration strategy merits such priority because, without it.
DoD will not be able to afford a viable military posture.

The committee identified four areas of regulation or legislation that are
the dominant factors drivine a wedge between commercial and military
bu1ines. Listed in order of priority these are:

1. Afroiwtint• Requirements and Audits: The committee's recommen-
dation is to broaden the exemption from cost and pricing data for comnier-
cial products or prodtWcts, procured in competitive bidding. The committee
suggested creation of exemptions ',)r those corporate operations primarily
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Use of Commercial Components in Military Equipment - January 1987,
69 pages.

Following the Packard Commission recommendations to increase the
use of commercially developed, off-the-shelf equipment, this DSB study
panel was asked by the Under Secretary for Research and Engineering to
evaluate the cost-effectiveness and performance trade-offs involved in com-
inercialization and to recommend specific ways to accomplish it. This
report documents successful examples of commercializations and makes
recommendations on ways to do more. Specifically, the panel indicates

that, although increased use of commercial equipment has advantages, the
increased use of commercial procurement practices could augment these
advantages.

Defense Semiconductor Dependency - February 1987, 103 pages.

The study addresses the impact of U.S. military dependency on foreign
sources for semiconductor devices that are used in all advanced military
systems. The report concludes that. while current dependency oil foreign
sources is modest. semiconductor manufacturing trends indicate that the
United States will become highly dependent in the future if immediate ac-
tions are not taken. U.S. technological leadership in this critical area is
rapidly eroding, with serious implications for the nation's economy and
immediate and predictable consequences for the DoD. The report further
concludes that actions must be taken to: (I) retain a domlestic strategic
production base and (2) maintain a strong base of expertise in the technolo-
gies of device and circuit design. fabrication, materials refinement and preparation,
and production equipment.

Technology Base Management - December 1987, 55 pages.

This DSB study focuses on two main issues: (I) the effectiveness of
DoD's Technology Base program in producing technology options for vari-
ous users and operations, and (2) how effectively new technology is trans-
ferred to field application. The study evaluates the management of DoD's
Technology Base Program. including the processes by which resource allo-
cation decisions are made. The efficiency of employing available resources
is addressed, but the adequacy of the present level of resources was not
reviewed.
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The Defense Industrial and Technology Base - October 1988 Vol. 1. 55
pages, and Vol. 11, 157 pages. Report completed by a Defense Science

Board Task Force as requested by Secretary of Defense Frank Carlucci.

The objective of the Task Force was to recommend a strategy and spe-

cific actions for government and industry to adopt that would ensure the

defense industry's capability to provide the support required to fulfill na-

tional strategy objectives. The industrial and technology base faces new
and difficult challenges, including global interdependence on resources, an

impending loss of technological leadership, and insufficient long-term in-
vestment by industry because of a propensity toward short-term planning.

The result is a significant difference between industry's capabilities and the

tasks that national security plans assume it can perform. The Task Force

makes ten recommendations for steps to reverse this situation:

1. Establish a permanent Cabinet-levcl mechanism to determine indus-

trial, and technology, base capabilities, compare capabilities with national
security objectives, and develop national policy initiatives to reconcile the

differences.
2. Improve the planning mechanism affecting surge capabilities by in-

tegrating those capabilities into the acquisition process and selectively funding

high-priority surge items chosen by the Joint Chiefs of Staff or the services.
3. Because the DoD technology base is being weakened by its inability

to attract and retain high-quality management and technical personnel, DoD

should immediately implement those policies and procedures necessary to

compensate and adequately reward highly qualified technical experts and
should propose an organizational structure that could enable private sector

operation of select facilities under government control.
4. The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition (USD(A)) should

develop and implement centralized and integrated policies to develop the

industrial base, improve acquisition processes, and coordinate service imple-
mentation.

5, USD(A) should implement a set of consistent and integrated acquisi-

tion policies. USD(A) should review the services' acquisition policies to

determine inconsistencies and variances with DoD policy. Direct actions

should be taken to eliminate these differences and to impose specific objec-
tives for industrial, and technology, base needs.

6. Because independent research and development (IR&D) has profound

influence on the ability of industry to satisfy DoD's evolving need>, the

Secretary of Defense should: (I ) reaffirm the importance of IR&D to DoD:

(2) determine IR&D ceilings in the context of the long-term assessment o(
tech;iology requirements,. not in relation to specific budget levels: and (3) endorse

the existing method of IR&D bid and proposal cost recovery.
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7. To ensure that competition provides DoD with the best value for
each defense dollar, the USD(A) should ensure that procurement policies
and the competition advocacy process base competition principally on total

product quality and good business practices, and not on simple price com-
petition.

8. DoD should trodtrtake to rc crse the deterioration of the maritime

segment of the industrial base to ensure the credibility of America's con-
ventional deterrent,

9. Further improvements should be made to the policies governing the
use of best and final offers ("BAFOs"). The task force strongly supports
DoD's recent efforts to reform these policies, but suggests that a greater

effort should be made to reduce the use of BAFOs and eliminate second-
and third-time BAFOs. Pricing data should be included with all request for
proposals (RFPs), including those that now call only for technical work

effort definition. To t,,; greatest extent possible, responses to RFPs should
become "Best and only offers."

10, Because current allegations of misconduct are diverting attention
from efforts to implement improvements to the acquisition process. DoD
should undertake specific actions to reduce the probability of similar future
incidents.

DOD DIRECTIVES, INSTRUCTIONS AND
OTHER POLICY DOCUMENTS

DoD Instruction 5000.38."Production Readiness Reviews (PRR)," 24
January 1979, sets forth general procedures and guidelines for conducting

PRRs of defense systems. The objective of PRRs is to verify that the
production design. planning, and associated preparations for a system have
progressed to the point where a production commitment can be made with-
out incurring unacceptable risk of violating established criteria regarding
schedule, performance. cost, or other parameters. It is the policy of the

DoD to require a PRR before production begins, including any limited pro-

duction occurring during FSD.

DoD Directive (DoDD) 4245.6,"Defense Production Manag~ement," 19
January 1984. is a DoD policy to plan production early in the acquisition
process and to integrate actions ensuring an orderly transition from devel-

opment to cost-effective rate production. The policy directive emphasizes
the application of fundamental engineering principles during development
and production, and calls for an assessment of production risks throughout

the acquisition process. The directive also calls for a manufacturing strat-
egy to be developed as part of the program acquisition strategy. NManufac-
turing technology projects are to be used to determine manufacturing voids.
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deficiencies, and dependencies on critical foreign source materials during
concept demonstration and validation. The directive states that producibility
of each system design concept will be evaluated at the full-scale develop-

ment t FSD) decision point to determine if the proposed system can be
manufactured in compliance with the production cost and industrial base
goals and thresholds. Formal assessments of production risks will be devel-
oped through industrial resource analyses and production readiness reviews.
Risks shall be reduced to acceptable levels in accordance with DoDD 4245.7.

DoDDD 4245.7,"Transition From Development to Production.' 19 Janu-
ary 1984. requires the application of integrated design and engineering
disciplines in the construction and conduct of defense acquisition programs.
Use of a formal risk-reduction program also is prescribed, along with a
guidance manual (DoD 4245.7-M) containing 48 "templates." The ten-
plates cover the areas found through experience and by the Defense Science
Board to be critical to success for the system. This "'transition" manual
treats acquisition as an "'industrial process" and is a Total Quality Manage-
ment (TQM) document in concept. It is written from both industry and
DoD perspectives. Each template includes a timeline suggesting when the
activity might best begin and be completed or operational.
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